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°RID MOURNS DEATH OF HU TODAY

00FFA Members Froin West
entucky Here On April 1st

Clifford Kellogg
len are replacing
a mile of 1A•ooden
arty 190024 when
stalled.

KIATION
1%9

Great And Small Praise
Life Of Former Statesman

More than 1100 Farmers of go, Hickman County
, Benton,
rica, representing 21 West- Trigg County, Fulton
County,
Kentucky high schools, are Farmington, Lone
Oak and
by United Press International praise tor rib; ideals, fond meted to compete in the an- North Marshall.
The world today mourned mories of his wide grin, elo1 Purchase FFA Federation
Chapter sweethearts and inone of its great. Dwight D. Ei- quent condolences for his Mo.
Contests Tuesday, April 1, terested parents
also are exsenhower was dead, and men ily and nation.
'Murray State University.
pected to swell the visitors' toFrom France which he libIn many lands lamented his
The schools represented will tal to more than
500 people on
germany which he
passing as they do only con- clmtcsi
CaIluiasi, &rine:run, Carlisle the Murray campus
for the
querors, heroes and those of defeated, presidents and plain
unty, Livingston Central, Ly- events.
people acknowledged his feats
vast power.
County, South Marshall,
The activities will start at
There was awe once again at in a war that ended a quarter
as, Heath, Sedalia, Cuba, 3:30 p.m. with a
general assembhis accomplishments in battle, century ago.
diand and Fancy Farm.
ly in the Student Union BuildCharles de Gaulle of France,
Also, Ballard Memorial, Win. ing at
which time the groups
In a final gesture to his fellow
will be welcomed to the campgeneral and president, said he
us by Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
would attend Eisenhower's state
president of Murfly State, and
funeral in Washington.
E. B. Howton, chairman of the
Chancellor Kurt Georg Klee
Department of Agriculture.
inger of West Germany, deAll contests will be held in
scribing Eisenhower as • man
the Agriculture Building with
who had worked "Indefatigably"
finals scheduled to start at 1
to safeguard' peace and foster
P.m. The competitions will in"confident cooperation between
elude: Public Waking;
----- •
our two peoples,". announced
ducting a chapter meeting; is
by 111410.1 Press international he too would be present for the
promptu speaking on room preCabll wave warnings were in last rites.
Five traffic accidents were paration, beef, swine,
Most of the Midwest
Postpones State Visit
investigated by the Murray Po- creed; and, music. dairy and
end the But Central Plains toAustralian prime Minister
llee Department on Friday with
Members of the Murray State
day as an Arctic cold wave con- John Gorton postponed a state
so injuries reported. This makes University agriculture
tinned its southward push a- visit to the united States to atfaculty,
a total of fifty-five reports of vocational agricul
cross the nation's midsection. tend the funeral instead. Philipture teachers
accidents investigated by the in the participating
Temperatures dropped to pines President Ferdinand E.
schools, stuCity Police for the month
dent teachers and Mike Staples,
many 20 below zero is north- Marcos and his wife, Imelda,
March that have been published guidance counselor at
eastern Minnesota today while said they would come. So would
the TilghIn the Ledger & Times.
man Vocational School, PadsSouth Vietnamese vice presiCars involved in the first col- cah, will do the judging
(Continued on Back Pain)
.
dent Nguyen Cao Ky.
lision at 3:38 p.m. at 6th and
South Korean Premier Chung
**camore Streets were a 1964
Winners in the various confi-Kwon
prepared to make the
Chevrolet two door hardtop tests will compete in the state
long journey to Washington, as
owned by Jonnie.Used Cars of championships at Louisville
did former Japanese premier
Coldwater and driven by Ger- June 4 with the winners there
Nobusuke Kiehl, whose countryald H. Garner of 1629 Farmer going on to the national con'The Pregnant Church" will men had embarrassed him with
Avenue, and a 1966 Dodge four tests at Kansas City in October.
be the sermon subject of Bro. bloody riots that forced Eisendoor sedan driven by Laura
Principal arrangements for
Bill Threet at the Sunday morn- hower to cancel a visit to Japan
Curd Holland of Murray Route the program are being handled
Pivaisten fight • blow ist•trotter yeeterday efternean
ing worship services at the a decade ago.
Four.
by Gayle Perry, vocational agriHundreds of men and women
eit the Shady Osks Trailer Caen illwridsup debris hes
Seventh and Poplar Church et
Pollee said the Holland car, culture instructor at Ballard
been
who knew Eisenhower only by
pulled from the trailer and firemen ars domino It
Christ.
with wee.
going south on 6th Street, slopp- Memorial and advisor for the
Sr. One firemen Is turning to reenter the trailer to
The sermon subject for the reputation lined up at American
y for stop sign, but failed ao Purchase
remove
FFA
Federation;
giber barman. &Malec
six
o'clock evening service will embassies to sign books of
see the Chevrolet going west Ralph Bugg, Fulton County
be
'The
Nearsighted Person" mourning.
keit
Photo
by
Gene
High vocational agriculture teaon Sycamore Street.
McColl:hoes.
Tributes flowed in from all
The luorning scripture from
Damage to the Chevrolet was cher and president of the PurActs 5:12-16 will be read by parts of the globe — from
on the right side and bumper chase District Vocational AgriL D. Willer, Jr., executive
W. 0. Spencer, and the evening British Prime Minister Harold
and to the Dodge on the left culture Teachers Association; director of the Murray Municiscripture from II Peter 1:5-11 Wilson, who learned of t h e
front fender.
James West, coordinator of the pal Housing Commiadon, and
will be read by Don Kavanaugh. death as he met with Nigerian
Reimbursed Program, Paducah; Mrs. Eva Grumback, Paducah
Josiah Darnall will direct the leaders in Lagos; from the VatiMarvin Edgar Houston of and, Eldon kleathcott of the Mousing Commishon, representThe Board of Commissioners
song service and announcswen can where Pope Paul VI said he
Murray State agriculture facia ed their communities at the of the
would pray for Eisenhower's
Murray-Calloway County
will be by Gerald Ellison.
(Continued on Reek Pone)
two day meeting of the Ken- Hospita
ty.
Reservations for the Rase era for the two
l and Convalescent Divissoul; from Saigon where Amerservices will
tucky Housing and Redevelop- ion
High School Alumni A/social,/ led by Joe
announced today that efThornton, Ted How- ican GIa said Eisenhower's dement Association held in Louis- fective
ion dinner to be held on Satur- ard, Cecil
April 1, 1969, there will
Thurmo
nd, and Kew termined fight to live revealed
vilie Tuesday and Wednesday.
day night, April 3, at the Mur- ny Burton.
be a $3.00 per day rate increase
"the soldier in him."
The KHRA group formulated for
ray
Woman'
s Club House have
semi-private rooms,
Eisenhower's old European
E,
plans for a three day Urban
been
made
from graduates liv$25 to $28.00), and private
comrades in arms mourned him
Renewal workshop which will rooms,
ing
as
far away as 650 miles.
(I. E., $3000 to $33.00),
deeply.
be held in Bowling Green April
One such distance reservatin the hospital and $1.50 per
Montgomery Reminisces
7-9.
day r* increase for the con- A trailer, owned by Larry ion was received from Mrs.
Field Marshal Viscount MontOfficials from the Atlanta ReNearly one hundred Demovalescent division
gomery, who served under Gen.
facilities, Nance at the Rolling Acres Peggy Hawks Hays, Class of
hitting review ox tne state of gional Office of the Department
crats met at the Holiday Inn
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin B. Eisenhower in the invasion of
(I. E., semi-private rooms, $11.- Trailer Court, located east of 1940, who now lives in Detroit,
the Democratic Party in the of Housing and Urban Develop- 00
Jones of David Lipscomb Col- Europe, reminisced: "He had
last night to hear Tommy Carto $12.50, and private rooms Murray, was completely destroy- Michigan.
ment and specialists from urCommonwealth.
ed by fire on Friday about 5:30
Reservations include many lo- lege in Nashville, Tenn, are at- anlY t9 smile at you and
$12.00 to $13.50).
1 of Louisville describe the
there
ban renewal and codes agenJ. Field Montgomery, local p. m., according to the records cal residents, as well as many tending the 17th annual nat- was nothing you could not do
mocratic Party as a party of
Carroll, introduced by Mary cies from Kentucky and Tennfrom
out
of
ional
Hospita
the
ew life and vitality". Carroll, Jane Littleto
convention of the Nation- for him"
l Administrator, indi- (Continued on
community,
n, Calloway County essee will participate in the
Page Eight)
some of whom have never be- al Science Teachers Associatcated that the room rate inneral Council of the. State Democr
French Gen. Marie-Pierre Koatic Chairman, gave a UR workshop.
fore
returne
d to attend the an- ion, which is being held in Dal- enig, a top
ocratk Central Committee summar
crease is the result of sharp insoldier in the Free
y of the work that needs
nual
event.
las, Texas, March 21-26. More French
d former County Chairman of to be
creases in supply and equipdone at the precinct level.
All local alumni or relatives than 6,000 science educators German forces battling Nazi
ferson County, gave a hard He suggest
ment cost as well as increased
y said: "I never met an
ed that each preof alumni are being reminded from the United States, Canada,
personnel expenses.
allied oommander-in-c
cinct prepare for the coming
.
...
to get reservations in by Wed- and Latin America are particicombined more firmness, More
general election by appointing
nesday, April 2. Reservation, pating in the convention that
rectitude and more spirit of
four to twelve precinct capmay be turned in to Robert has as its theme "Horizons for comrad
eship toward his subortains and mounting an intensive
One person was cited for
Hendon, Tommy 0. Taylor, or the 70's in Science Education." dinates
."
registration drive. Carroll said shoplifting at the Big K
Myrtene Towery.
More
Dr.
Jones
is participating in
FrteD trysail and from
small
Vandalism was reported at that, in his home county of in the Bel Air Shopping Center
the
four days of sessions which the reactions were
Jefferson the eighteen year old last night at 8:23 p. m., accordsimilar.
n's Grocery at 804 ColdInclude general and special asPresident De Gaulle: "I will
voters were registering five, six ing to the citation issued by the
The Chancel Choir of the
Road, according to the
semblies on such current topics keep forever the
NO MAIL MONDAY
memory of
First United Methodist Church,
rt made to the Murray Po- and seven to one in the Demo- Murray Police Department.
There will be no mail deliv- as drug abuse education, and him who was a greet soldier, an
critic column. He declared that
Other
citation
s
were
for
driv- directed by Paul Shahan, will
Department at 6:40 this
moral
and
ethical
proble
ery
eminen
ms
on
posMonday
t
according to
statesman, a sincere
Kentucky had led the way for ing while intoxicated at 1:15 p.
present a special musical proLester Nanny, Postmaster. The ed by science and technology. friend of France and for whom
G. W. McClain mid some ODO youth involvement for the De- m., driving on revoked !lease gram, "An Easter Alleluia" by
Contrib
uted
papers
I
by
move
had
NSTA
is being taken in obsera deep affection."
thrown a rock through a mocratic Party nationwide, rle at four p. m., possession of Harry Robert Wilson on Palm
vance of the day of mourning members describe the latest
Queen Elizabeth II of BritCUM window at the gro- reminded the precinct workers alcohol and drinking in public Sunday evening, March 30, at
scientif
ic
and
educati
onal ap- ain: "He will always be warmly
set aside by the nation in hon. The rock was found in- that there Was a 50,000 vote po- at 9:50 p. m., and reckless driv- seven p.m.
or of former president Dwight proaches to science learning, remembered here for his presthe More this morning. tential in the state universit ing at 10:40 p. m., all on FriDr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
Includi
ng
use of electronic da- ence among us in the war
D. Eisenhower.
years
(Continued on Pam Eight) day.
will be speaking on the subject,
te processing and audio-visual m a great soldier
and . . la"All Glory, Laud And Honor",
equipment.
at the morning services at 8:43
(continued on Page Eight)
and 10:50 on Sunday.
At the 8:45 worship service
the Carol Choir will sing two
iteneld O. Burrow
numbers, "Jerusalem" and "The
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
Palms", and at the 10:50 ser- Ronald 0. Burrow, son of Mr.
WASHINGTON. March 28. —
vice the Chancel Choir will sing and Mrs. Alvin Burrow of 305
Inside the Capitol rotunda, a
This is the day-by=day program
eulogy
of honors
Faure's "The Palms".
will be delivered by President
So. 12th., Murray, Ky., has comto be paid former President
Nixon, a
Dwight D.
Mrs. Richard Farrell will be pleted basic training at Lack
presiden
tial
wreath
will be placed at the
Eisenhower:
the organist for all of the ser- land AFB, Tex. He has been
casket and the body will lie in
state.
vices.
5 p.m.—The public will be
assigned to Chanute AFB,
permitted to
file through the rotunda past the
for training in the flight traincasket.
11 a.m.—Body arrives at Bethle
ing equipment field. Airman
hem
Chapel.
Washin
gton
Nationa
l
Monday:
Burrow, a 1967 graduate of
Cathedral,
from private funeral h9me, with
Murray High School, attended
honor es4 p.m.—Casket will be carried
cort of generals and icrinirals.
to the
Murray State College.
hearse for return to Washington
Pr••• latersibillesal
National
After a brief servilel.for the family,
Cathedral.
honor guard and hono ry civilian
4:30 p.m.—Arrival ceremony at
pallcathebearers, the body will 1 in repose
by United Press international
dral's North Transept, followed
for 24
by Episcohours.
Partly cloudy and colder topal funeral service in cathedr
al
day, high In the 40s. Clear to
by 2.107 persons admitted by attended
ticket.
partly cloudy and colder to5 p.m.—Casket placed in hearse
Rev. L L. Jones will be the
for trip
night, low in the 20s. Partly speaker at
3
to
Union
p.m.—C
asket
Station.
will be carried from
the morning services
cloudy and cold Sunday.
chapel and placed in hearse; cortege the
at 11 o'clock on Sunday, March
will
move to 16th Street and Constit
30, at the Good Shepherd Unitution
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m , 355.1, ed Methodist
nue, in sight at. the White House, AveChurch
Midnight. approximately—Arrival
where
DEMOCRATS MIST — Marna purr* Mra. Mery Jam Littlet
car(tet will be
in
The speaker now resides :n
on a caisson.
on, Calloway Comity M- down 0.1; below dam 307 0, up
Abilene, Kan.
ink Chaining, E. J. Shea member of the County
3:30
p.m.—T
he funeral procession will
Jackson, Tenn., but has pastored
Executive Committee, and Douglas
, precinct werkar hem Colihrater gather after • moonin
move down Constitution Avenue
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m, 354.8, churches in Callow
g of the Democratic precinct
to the
ay County.
rs
clown
Capitol for ceremony, musical
Calloway CAsionte. Plearty 100 Demo crats alligsadied the dinner !sweating last
honors and
night. 1.1. 0.2; below dam 3175, up The pastor, Rev. Johnson Eas1050 a m —Burial at the Eisenhower
a
21
-gun
salute.
ley, invites the public to attend
Library, Abilene.
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Church Of Christ
Sermons Announced

L. D. Miller, Jr.
Attends Housing
Meet At Louisville

'Tommy Carroll Speaks Last
Night At Democratic Meet

*whim Reported
t McClain Grocery

Hospital To
Hike Rates
On Aril1 Trailer Home
Destroyed By
Fire Friday
a.

Hazel Alumni
Dinner Set
For April 5

Dr. And Mrs. Jones
At Science Meeting

Ronald Burrow Enda
His Basic Training

Person Cited For
Shoplifting Friday.

Chancel Choir Will
Present Program At
Methodist Church

Funeral Honors To Fill Five Days
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Dr all your
day, 7 'til
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,
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Rev. L. L. Jones
At Good Shepherd
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Oossallaties et the Murray Ledger. The Calkiway Times. and
The Tiesse-Berald. October 20. 1115. and the West Kentuckian,
Jamiimy 1, INK
MS N. 41k Street, Murray. Kimateeky 42071
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illustrated by Alfred J. Buescher

JAMBS C WILLIAMS. PUISLISHER
Wi reserve the right to raiset any Advertiring. Letters to the Editor
or Public !Moe Items which, in our opinion. an net kir the best
interest ot our readers.
NATIONAL REPRINIENTATIVHB: *ALLA= WITMEM 00., MI
Madison Ave. Memphis. Tenn., Time & Ltie Bldg New York, N.Y.,
Stepliensoit meg.. DOM*, Midi
Butered at the Post Ottice. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Clam latter
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Carrier in Murray, per week Mc. per
month $1.10. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. 1111.60;
Bonet 1 h I. $11.00. lasswhere $1300 All service subscriptions $11.00
"The Oetstaeding Civic Asset et a Cerassuaity is the
lategrity of he Newspaper"

"And when they came nigh to Jerusalem,
unto Bethphage and Bethany, at the mount
of Olives. He sendeth forth two of His disciples" Mark 11:1.

SATURDAY - MARCH 19, 1960

-And they went their way, and found the
colt tied by the door without in a place
where two ways met; and they loose him."
Mark 11:4.

" . much people that were come to the
feast, when they heard that Jesus was coming to Jerusalem, Took branches of palm
trees, and went forth to meet Him, and
cried, Hosanna: Blessed is the King of Israel that cometh in the name of the Lord."
John 12:12, 13,
Ownl....1

Ten Years Ago Today

Hospital Report
"CifiLY BY SAINTS"

LEDGER•TIKES FILM

Wiese malTied SuPreina Coiu
Justice Maass Todd.
In 1647, as General Winfleid
by United Press International Scott captured Vera Crux, en
Today Is Saturday, March SO, lean troops marched from
the 811th day of 1969 with 277 city to be disarmed and tv
leased on parole.
to follow.
In 1845, soldiers of the Firs
The moon is between its first
Army marched 55 mlles to re
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Mer- Lally cut off the Ruhr Basil
from the rest of Germany.
cury and Mars.
In 1967, France launched
The evening stars are Venus,
first nuclear submarine.
Jupiter and Saturn.
A thought for the day .
On this day in history:
Weir Mitchell an
In 1812, the first wedding Silas
was performed in the White "Death's but one more tome
House. Mrs. Lucy Payne Wash- row."
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

ADULTS 106
Betty Hart, Mary Erwin, Jimmy 0111a, Aim
BUDAPEST UPI - The HunWrather, NURSERY 4
Sandra Hamrick, Lochie Bell Overbey, Sandy
Remember the sabbath day, to keep It
garian Communist party newsLilly, and MARCH 25, 1969
holy.
Donna. Grogiui. all of Murray High School,
paper Nepszabadsag admitted to-Exodus 20:5.
participated
In the annuakepeech festival held at
ADMISSIONS
tal), true, property less commuoMurray State College.
ism "can be Observed only by
Thinking about the Lord's Day the day before
Eurell D. Mean, Yoeman First Class URN eon of Mrs. Becky Pritchett, 3644 saints,"
arrives may help to make It a better day.Ts it a
holy dar
Iowa St. or. Louis, Mo.; John
Mrs. G. IL WHIM at Murray Route
it
acme mat alter Z5 years
One, returned to
Scott, 703 Main St., Murray; of communism in Hungary the and a day of blessing for you.?
Key West, M., Merck 3 aboard the
submarine
Edward PitiLlips, 1307 Overby "inclination" to acquire things
UBS Howard W. Gilman.
St., Murray; Mrs. Wilma Dean "has not vanished so our laws
A. Carman, head Of Murray State College's
agricul- Stephenson, 919 No, 18th St.,Mur- take into consideration this
ture Department, was haired by over 150
realpersona at the ray; George Edwards, 1211 W. ity and allow private property
Kenlake Hotel to honor him on 23 years
service to the Math St., Murray; Mrs. Mary J. so long as it does not originate
college.
Blanchard, Cannifrs Mobil Home from exploitation of people."
Was Marilee Easter of Murray High
School is one of Lt. 10, Princeton, Ind.; Rooald
1608 West Main Street
132 students in Kentucky to qualify for
the final oxripe- Greenens, 1618 Parttime, Mur=kin for scholarships from the
Phillpis Petroleum Co. ray; Arthel Moak 302Pine,Murray; Woodrow Sanderfer, Rte. I,
DIAMOND OILS
Wingo; Gary Pb, 1200 E. DogEverything
At Coat anti Below
wood, Murray; Edgar Thomas CEQCAGO
- Sleets pub.
Shirley, 1209 Doran Rd.,Murray; /kist Lou Diamond, 19,
30%
Off
on
All Groceries
died
Lbw Beane, Rte, 3, Murray; Tueedey in Columbus
Hooks!
and Pottery
Mrs. Audrey Sills, 902 Pogue elm abtixoinel
LEDGES•TIMES /ILI
MOM a *Hi
- UPC14 aunsMic S Ave., Murray; Mrs. lege Bogg- 14.
ess, 509 Beale, Murray; Mrs.
Mary Bynum, Rte. 6, Murray;
Dr. Ralph H. Wooas Wias urie guest speaker at the 21st Mrs. Vana P. Hale, 215 So. 151h
annual awing conference of the First District PTA held St., Murray; Melvin Grogan,Rte,
5, Murray; Homer Harris Shacktoday on the Murray Stet: campus.
Mrs. Mollie Brandon, age 85, died yesterday at the elford, New Concord; Mrs. May
Melugin, 402 No, 7th St., Murray;
Murray Hospital.
Gene Summers, Rob Brown, Carolyn Hughes, Ken- Van B. Ratcliff(From Cony.Div.)
neth Murdock, Tommy Lawrence, Evon Breedlove, Hilda Rte. 1, Almo, Baby Girl Wilson,
Box 66, Puryear, Tam:
Suggs, Beauton Suiter, Patricia Morton, Betty Underwood, and Phillip Murdock are members of the east of
DMILISSALS
the sophomore play,"Under Western Mee at the Lynn
.1
Grove High School.
Mrs. May Dell Taylor, Rte, 1,
Births reported today are a girl to. 301:1111i Mrs. Haul; Sherrill Outland, Rte. 4,
Donald Snyder, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. aerie Hord,
and Murray; Robert Waldrop, Rte. 4,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph White.
Murray; Mrs. Wanda Parker,
Rte, I, Murray; Glee McKinney,
801 No. 18th St., Murray; Rule
If these problems concern figures -;-whettler •
Jackson, Hardin; George Hirsch,
it's maintaining a budget, counting calories
Rte. 1, Hardin; Calvin Key,Hazel;
Or balancing the chigaboOk --Steve Chadwick, Rte. 2, Hued;
LEDGER•TIMES NIA
MARK V is the answer.
Mrs. Janice Baker, 1300 Olive
Blvd. , Murray; Leotard Decker,
Easy to operate this lightweight portable
Paris, Tenn.; Edgar Shirley,1209
adding machine is the latest electric
Deaths reported this week are George Shrader, age Doran Rd., Murray; John Rehappliance for the home or office. It adds
28, Joseph James Radford, age 62, Dr. D.,11, f3lress,
and subtracts, and totals figures up to
age man; 512 So. 12th St., Murray;
48, Dallas Miller, age 71, Mrs. Ann Futrell, age 71, Mrs. Miss Jennifer Dowdy, Elizabeth
one cent less than one million
Hall MSU, Murray; Hard GilAnn Futrell, age 78, Mrs. Laura Smith Bucy, age 82,
dollars (999,999.99).
Mrs. bert,
1610 Farmer, Murray; Mrs.
Molly Alexander, and Mrs. Dora Blalock, age 62.
As sturdy as it is attractLit, the case is
Miss Zane Houston, daughter of Mrs. Bonnie Houston Anna Hale & Baby Girl, Rte. 1,
Cycolac in distinctive Harvest Gold.
Dexter;
Mrs.
Dianne
Green,
&
of Los Angeles and former resident of Murray, has
And the insides are tough, casebeen
chosen as one of 100 girls frotn Los Angeles High School Baby Girl, Rte. 3, Benton; Tidos
hardened steel construction.
. Broach, Rte. 3, Puryear, Tam.;
to be a part of the supporting cast with Jackie
The MARK V is made in the
Cooper Miss Erie Stewart, 1319 OliveSt.,
In the motion picture, "What A Life.
U.S A. and guaranteed for
Murray; Mrs. Clara Smiley, 408
Line construction for rural electricity in Calloway No. 1st St., Murray;
I year, parts and labor.
Homer Willand surrounding counties will begin
soon by the West iams, 315 No, 5th St., Murray;
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation.
Mrs. Meda Jackson, 1308 Farris
FEATURES:'
Among the marriages reported this week are Min Ave., Murray:
Fast action 10-key keyboard
Clara Erwin to Ortis Key and Miss Brenda Mae Brandon
tor easy entry of all figurework.
to rue! Erwin.
ADULTS 106
Simple operation for all
NURSERY 5
addition and subtraction
MARCH 26, 1969
problems. Adds7;totals,
,
•
8columns.
ADMISSIONS
,. Fully electric °Perigee,with
Mrs. Dortha Grogan & Baby
.- - built-in safety sveltdiBoy, Rte. 5, Murray; Master
motor shuts off when case
Marlin Blue, Rte. 2, Dover,
.._
is opened. Operateson
ma.; Mrs. Peggy Prescott,Rte.
110-120 Volt A.C.
1 Murray, Stanley Dennis, Rte.1,
Ut. listed.
Dexter; William L. Dunn, Rte. 5,
Rugged C
Murray; Mrs. Griseda Morgan;
case, with
Rte. 6, Murray, Baby Girl Bynum, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Anate Robertson, 152 Park Lane
Dr., Murray, Lelon Morris, 405
No. 5th St., Murray; Mrs. Neva
Ilaredon, 208 Woodbiwn , Murray; Roland Kimbro, Rte, 3, Murcaseray:
nal constructo4
plated for extra Neength.
DISIILSSALS
manufacturing and
in U.S.A.
Ma Paschall, Rte. I, Hazel;
Mrs. Carol Bowden, Rte. 1, Hasfull one-year parts and
el; Mrs. Loge Boggess, 509 Beale
labor warranty, by Victor,
St., Murray; Mrs. Cheryl Doores
America's largest manufacturer
& Baby Girl, WIngo; Mrs. Elizstlielsiginess machine:I.
abeth Clark, 319 Highwood Circle, Parts, Tenn., Master John
Harcourt, 1710 Magnolia Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Lula Robertson,
308 So. 4th St., Murray, Woodrow
Sanderfer (Expired) Rte. I, Wingo; FugliaDtx (Expired), Rte. I,
Almo; Mrs. Stella Ahart (Expired), 721 Nash Dr., Murray:
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FOURSTAR RATING

enemy moron Lidiya Sakevich (lett, and Valentina
Koatikova, two of 10 female Russian oceanographers aboard
the 3.000-ton Soviet trawler Professor Derpirm, stand
aboard the vessel at San Pedro. Calif They are part of
the male-female crew which, in co-operation with American
scientists will snoop along the Pacific coastline inve•rtigatmg Nib life partirolarlv th, bake: a cod frimiiv member

SHREWSBURY, England UPI.
Visiting lodges said Thursday
the prison grapevine has given
shrewsbury Jail a four-star rating in the "con's good food guide."
The prison's warden, Lt. Col,
Ronald Shebbeare, said "Behave
an exceptionally good cook - a
prison officer- who uses his imagination,"
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In ISM, as General Winfield
at captured Vera Cruz, ma
n troops marched from ta
to be disarmed and a
sad on parole.
• 1045, soldiers of the Fire
my marched 55 miles to sea
ly cut off the Ruhr Baia
m the rest of Germany.
n 1967, France launched
it nuclear submarine.
1 thought for the day .
Mitchell sea
Weir
as
oath's but one more tomor
r."
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Seaver And Kmsman
Lead Mets' Bullpen

SATURDAY - MARCH 29. 1969

Field Narrows For
State Tournament
Which Ends Tonight

how good Seaver and Koosman
, were to win with that kind of
support.
The Mets are set behind the
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. UPI •
Their lockers are side-by-side plate with righthander Jerry Groin the New York Mats'clubhouse, te, the All-Star catcher who hit
their pictures are side-by-side .282, and his relief man, left•
on the Mots' press booklet, and hander J. C. Martin.
It was Obio County's speed
Ey United Press intenseness'
Ed Kranepaol, long overdue in
it's plain that how well the 1989
sound- and deft shooting that downed
buzzer
final
the
When
afterMots do may depend entirely on delivering on his promise, is at
ed Friday night, four teams re- St. Xavier in the second
first base. At second base, Ken
them.
"Sweet 16" in noon quarter-final. Ohio County
the
of
maimed
A
a 13-point lead at the
That's Toni Seaver and Jerry Boswell, who lost two months
the Kentucky High School Bas- stretched
the Mats' brilliant yo- with a broken finger in '68, is
Tournament. And when half to 15 at the end of the
ketball
quarter and then played
lieg
s whom everybody back and may be challenged by
the final buster sounds tonight, third
terms through the fieven
on
wants aml the Mets won't tram. rookie Wayne Garrett, up from
the
be
will
four
the
one of
stanza.
nal
Righthender Seaver, the Nat- Shreveport.
champion.
new gate
No. 1-ranked Louisville CenShortstop Bud Harrelson , who
ional league's rookie of the year
In Friday's quarter-final acled almost all the way as
In 1967, has won 16 games two seemed to have "arrived" in
tion, top-ranked Louisville Cen- tral
Yellowjackets overwhelmed
straight years for fie Mats Mid late 1967, staggered through a
tral breezed to a 7961 victory the
2nd Region champs Hopkinsshould be just
over unranked Hopkinsville.
kis kla poor '68 with knee problems,
vile. Central captured the lead
own. Southpaw KiniMMII,Who aid finally gave up and underwent
In upset victories, Ohio Cowith 5:20 in the first quarter
,.• missed rookie of the year born- an operation Sept. 24. Hodges
unty downed a much taller St.
and was never heeded.
era in '68, had a 19-12 record says he appears to be "moving
Xavier club 78-82, and 12thRon King scored the goal that
-1 and struck out Carl Yastrzemski okay" in limited drills so tar
ranked Maytown upended third.
put Central ahead and took
ranked Clark County 80-74.
i for the final out in the All-Star and may be ready to come back.
scoring honors vrih 26 points.
If not, good-field, no-hit Al Weis
In the best-matched game, Three
• game.
other Yellowjackets is
available
out
noeed
Ashland
19th-ranked
' Wt..; wouldn't ward tw, r,licla
Starnes, Melvin Brooks
Tommy
81County
20-thanked Shelby
ers like that, and who hasn't
and Ronald Dryden-also were
Third base, says Hodges, will
sec10
shot
jump
with
on
a
80
Luckily for Baltimore, it has another man avalabie
tried to get them?
Ian
get
through
him
in the swan* and the Braves want
In double figures.
go either to Kevin Collins, who
onds left on the clock.
to play third base, since Robert Floyd needs a bit more
"Every time somebody talks
on to win, 7-1.
A key to the victory was Cendid good fill-in work in '68 until
Today's semifinals pitted AshPolishing. Floyd let this grounder by Atlanta's Felix Mittrade with us," says President
tral's ability to stop HopkinsPhoto from The Commercial Appeal
an ankle injury in August; or
aWhets,
Region
18th
land.
Johnny Murphy, "they mention
junior guard William Avrookie Amos Otis, who hit .286
gainst Ohio County, victors of ville
Seaver or Koosman. They're not
eritt, who scored 34 points in
at Jacksonville.
Region,
8th
Rewhile
3rd
the
McDaniel: Is Named
available."
the first-round against Hazard.
The Mets are high on 21-yeargion kingpin Central tested 15th
• Thanks mainly to these two
Averitt was held to 19 points,
All-Opponent
old Otis, who made the InternatRegion Maytown.
second to Wendell Lynch who
young stars, the 1968 Islets es*
today's
ional League AU-Star team as a
of
winners
two
The
BOWLING
GREEN,
had 14 for the Tigers.
caged the cellar to finish ninth centerftelder, and, in tact, it was
Ky.-Western Kentucky's 7-0 games return to Freedom Hall
A stubborn Maytovrn held off
we inbegly called "The
tonight
to answer
their refusal to give up Otis that
sophomore
center,
Jim at Louisville
a Clark County rally in Friday's
Hob teem in history" wrecked
the proposed trade with
McDaniel", has been named to the big question-Who's really nightcap to earn its berth in
use they reached a club high Atlanta
for Joe Torre.
the Big Five (LaSalle, Villanova, No. 1?
the semis.
of 73 victories.
Unless some rookie surprises,
Penn, Temple and St. Joseph's) It was Kleykamp's finest hour
Maytown, which had built up
This year the Mets, thanks to the Met outfield is all set with
afterFriday
Tomcats
the
for
Palestra
All-Opponent basketball
a surprising 40-218 halftime lead,
the split of the National League
score
did
Not
the
he
only
noon.
Cleon Jones in left, Tommie
team selected by members of the
saw the Cardinals cut the marinto division
must "rise" at Agee in center, and Ron Swoboda
he also gin to two points at the end of
Herb Good Basketball Writer's winning bucket,
least to a sixth-place
'
finish. That In right. Jones may be the most
high
game
for
was
wth
the
33
Club of Philadelphia.
the third quarter.
should easily be fifth, since the
points.
solid man on the club - his .291
The
Larry Gay and Bobby NewAll-Ohio
Valley
- division includes one expansion average last year was the result
Roger Baldridge and Fred ell spored 23
of Clark County's
Conference center,awho gained
team, the Montreal Expos, and
both
points
Laibee
had
for
20
of hitting well over .300 in the
25 points during the third quarhonorable mention on the
It could be higher if they can
the
Lowell
winners.
led
Ashby
By MILTON RICHMAN
final two months of the season.
Perhaps the biggest booster
Associated Press All-America Shelby County with 21 points. ter, but the Cardinals could get
catch the Phillies or the Pirates.
UPI Sports Wrater
no closer than 53-51.
Woody
Woodward
Team,
has
around
was joined on the Palest?'
heThe league champion St. Louis
Agee is Hodges' pet project. A
re
is
Dave
Bristol
and
AU-Opponen
he's
a
t
team
by
Spencer
Cardinals and the Chicago Cubs brilliant fielder and baserunning
TAMPA, Fla. UPI - They'll good one to have because he
Haywood,
Detroit;
Jim
appear out of range.
blash, Agee has been almost a be handing out the big movie manages the Reds. Bristol says
McMillian, Columbia;' Dan Wei,
"I don't know whether the 1969 complete washout as bat with a awards soon and at least one
Kentucky; and Jeff Petrie,
Mets will also be the 'greatest' .217 average and 17 runs-batted of the candidates is unhappy abo- Woodward will be his regular
HAMPTON, Ga. L'Pl - When
rtstop.
Princeton.
g or not," says Manager Gil Hod- In. Hodges figures that Agee ut it.
the
checkered
flag
signals
the
The Cincinnati manager said
Haywood was the only
ges with a grin, "but I think could be a lot better hitter overend of the AtLanta 500 Sunday
Joanne Woodward is up for an
we'll do better than last year. night if he just would swing academy award as best actress it the first time this winter after afternoon don't be surprised to unanimous selection and the
Last year there were four posi- more often and "take" fewer for her sensitive portrayal in he okayed a deal which sent Leo see Cale Yarborough and his only player to poll more votes
Cardenas, his previous regular
than McDaniels.
SPECIAL
tions on the club from which we pitches.
"Rachel, Rachel," and naturally shortstop, to Minnesota for pit- Mercury in the winner's circle.
got little help. That probably
THIS WEER
Yarborough knows "where it's
Swoboda also had been a batt- she isn't put out about that, but cher Jim Merritt. Bristol's sta!Can't be true this year."
ing disappointment. In 1968 he she is over the fact that among tement meant a lot to Woodward at." He was there, you see, in
Hodges, a charitable man, did- delivered only 11 home runs. As those not nominated was the dirwho never before was told by 1967 and again last year.
n't pinpoint the four positions a rookie in 1965, he hit 19 but he ector, Paul Newman, who also
Driving a Mercury with the
anyone
that he had a regular
he meant, If you're the guessing hasn't come close to that since happens to be her husband.
new Ford 429 engine,-there is FLORENCE, Ky. UPI - Jockey
job.
Open 8-8
Hwy. 641 So.
Ph. 753-3640
type, try first base, shortstop, and the Meta are getting just a
every reason to think he could Glenn Brogan clinched the LatoHer first cousin, William Frnia Race Course spring meeting
a center field and right field.
well
be
there
little tired of waiting. Art Sha- ederick Woodward, better known
again
this year.
"'Ibis is something I've been
He also didn't mention hitting, msky is out with a back injury, as Woody Woodward, isn't in
Unable to qualify on the open- Thursday night by guiding Rocky
which has been the Meta' most so the outfield door is open for the movie business so he isn't looking forward to all winter," ing day Yarborough was there Branch to a 2 length victory
he says about the prospect of
In the feature race.
woeful department. The club was rookies to impress. The front- up for an award. •
Thursday and thundered around
playing regularly.
last in the league in batting in runner at the moment is Rod
the
11.'2
half
mile
track
at
154,727
With only two racing dates
That doesn't stop him from
1968 with a .228 average which Gasper, a switch-hitter without
He should be though.
miles per hour-just under the left in the meet, Brogan mainhelping
all
Chaney
he
can
in
impresses vou even more with power who hit .309 at Memphis. Woody Woodward plays shortrecord 155,619 set Wednesday tained a nine-victory lead over
stop for the Cincinnati Reds and any way he can, or from having by pole winner David Pearson. his closest competitor, Bobby
helped
Frank
Duffy,
another
kid
although he has absolutely nothYarborough's effort was best Howard, who has 16,
ing to do with the Academy of Mot- shortstop who was up earlier
of 10 qualifiers Thursday and
ion Picture Arts and Sciences this spring with the Reds.
FISHER SIGNS
There are ballplayers who earned him the seventh starting
he rates some kind of special
can't
remember
the
position
last
town
in
the
$109,000
race.
award for being some kind of
they were in, much less the Five others who qualified with
MOREHEAD, Ky. avo —
special ballplayer.
He'll tell you himself he's no first fellow ever to help them Pearson are ahead of Yarborou- Fisher, a 240-pound tackle from
but
Woodward
remembers
gh;
nine., other Thursday quali- Morehead
both
stain
Universay.
superstar and his .233 lifetime
average supports that, but the- and also has a habit of remem- fiers are behind the Timmons- Tuesday signed as a free agent
bering to be right there anytime ville, S. C., native.
with the Cincinnati Bengals of
By DAVID MOFFIT
The Masters, wrikcn will be re's something he doesn't tell
Another 14 will qualify in time the American Football League.
ATLANTA ((JFI) - Bobby played this year April 10-13, was you, something you have to see someene needs his help. He sees
trials today and Saturday, and A secondaeam Ailanno Vatley
Jones godly announced Wednes- Jones' creation. He helped for yourself and that something nothing strange about that.
"That's the only way to do the final 10 places will-be filled Conference selection last seaday that - for the first time found the exclusive Augusta Na- is what makes him rather specit," he says. "And the only way by the results of a 30-mile race son, Fisher will report to the
*ice he founded it in 1191-be tional Country Club
where the ial.
I know how."
Saturday afternoon.
AFL club in July.
• didn't think he would be physi- famed golf tournament
is held
Woody Woodward woulctet waYarborough hopes to become
cally able to attend the Masters each year.
Woodward Regular
nt it, but there should be some the only man besides retired 006; Buddy Arrington,
golf tournament this year.
Dodge,
Fred Lorenzen to win here three 143.617; Dick Brooks, Plymouth,
Win Watch On TV
The first time in his six ma- kind of award for that.
"I'm just not up to it," said
times
in
a
row.
"Certainly,
if
I
den't
go,
I
in142.517; Cecil Gordon, Ford,139,jor league seasons, Woodward
the famed "grand stammer"
Yarborough said he missed 643; and Don Tomberlin, Ford,
who is now 67 and ailing. "I tend to watch the final two has been told he has a regular
the
track
record
by
changing
rounds
on television. But that job this year. It mains a lot to
134.061,
just don't think I could take
rear gears that actually stewed
Yarborough and Yarbrougbar
that 3/
1
4-bour ear ride from had nothing to do with my de- him. An awful lot. As much as
Texas spends about 1115 mil- him down, then
changed back to
cision to stay home," Jones it means, he's still helping anothhere to Augusta.
lion per year on golf course con- nis original gear set-up too late, driving the new Mercury Spoiler
with the controversial 429 enger fellow take it away.
"A plane ride would be much said.
struction and maintenance.
Others qualifying Thursday; ine. Both were unable to qualify
ukker,' Jones added. "But by Jones, because of his ailment,
*
*
*
Paul Goldsmith, Dodge, 154.109; Wednesday because their cars
tournament golf
The other fellow is 21-year-old
,
time you drive to the Ur- has not played
Bobby Isaac, Dodge, 152.974; Ri- didn't arrive in time. Buddy Bathe opening rounds of the Darrel Chaney, five years youngged here, switch to a plane, since
The red fox has a variety of
chard Peggy, Ford, 152284; Lee ker, driving a 1969 Dodge, blew
1948 Masters. Four decades ago er than Woodward. Channey,look- calls, variously
ff the plane in Augusta and
described as equal Roy
a.
Yarbrough, Mercury, 152.- an engine Thursday for the seche was acknowledged as the top ed won as the Reds' next boy ling,
acmaming and barking
out to the course - it
027, James Hylton, Dodge, 149.- ond day in a row.
golfer in the world.
wonder, switch hits and delivers
• would be just about u hard."
Always an amateur, he re- the long ball, two things WoodHealth Gets Worn
tired from regular competition ward doesn't do. He also had
—
has been
growing
In IMO, at only 38 years of age, 35 football scholarships, which
Ifigeadfly weaker for many years
after winning what was then Woodward never had either, but
liIer being stricken in the mid
as the "grand dam"- he has considerable to learn aboHIM by a disease of the spinal known
U. S. and British opens and ut playing shortstop and the guy
Axed. He still spends a few the
S. and British amateurs. helping him every way he can
'hours a day at his Atlanta law the U.
course I'm disappointed," is Woodward, the one with the
office, but he is confined to a "Of
Jones said. "The Masters has most to lose.
wheel chair.
Superstars usually work that
"I had a bad reaction to been very dear to me. But way, not ordinary
ballplayers.
kidding mysense
in
there's
no
some antibiotics this past winWoodward is no superstar. He's
trip,
to
self.
not
the
If
up
I'm
ter and that has left me weakno ordinary ballplayer either. If
er than umal," Jones said. I'm better off at home."
he can halp somebody else, he
"However, there's always a
wW and doesn't think that's unchance I might feel better withusual, That makes him more unin the next couple of weeks and
usual yet.
C might change my mind about
-aometx"dy helped me," he
Ming to the Masters."
says, going back a'few years to
when he was with the Braves.
Weekend TV
SOUTH BEND, Ind. UPI - Bob "I broke in as a shortstop but
Arnsen, senior forward of the Mr, Bobby Bragan, the manager,
Saturday
OMR •
I p.m. - East-West All-Star Pesky/than Notre Dame basketball team has wanted me to learn-how to play
been succeeded as captain of the second base, too. Frank Bolling
your
'eine from Indianapolis (4).
Irish by Austin Carr,a 6-3 sopho- was the one who taught me.
I IS p.m.-Poll., Derby (I).
We
2 p.m.-Championship !towline (5). more guard from Washington, roomed together three years and
210 p.m.-Pro Bowlers' TOW (I).
D. C.
he impressed me more than any
Arnsen, of Fort Thomas, Ky.. ballplayer I've ever met."
MIND
J 0,171.-Oolf Classic (5).
itjellk,m.-Natlonal Airlines Golf (4).
held !ha title for the past two
Woodward eventually took over
• p.m.-Wide World or Sports fa).
years in both his junior and sen- the Braves' second base job
and
Sunday
ior seasons.
Bolling drifted out of baseball.
12 Noon -NHL Hockey. Montrael
Thursday night Arnzen, who A guy sitting on the Reds'
bench
Canadiens at Boston Bruins (5).
wW graduate this spring, was remembered that and
I p.m.-NBA Playoffs-Ertlurr Nevi
suggested
HAPPN, AS A CARDINA1, is Joe Torre as he is shown here joined by his three-year old
named winner of the George Keo- to Woodward that Bolling
York at Baltimore or Batton at
had
gab award, presented each year actually helped him take away
daughter, Lauren as he does situps in his home in Manhasset, New York. Torre was happy with
Philadelphia (Titled Games)(ll)•
the trade that sent him to Si Louis from Atlanta and will soon join the Cards at their Florida
) p.m -National Airlines Golf -Final to the squad's moot valuable play- his job.
er. He also received the award
Round (4)
training camp.
''I guess that's about what it
-UPI Photo
) p m.- American SpOrtarnan I111.
as a sophomore.
-tame down to," Woodward said.
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN

4 UPI Executive Sports Editor
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, Bobby Jones Is Unable
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Until Further Notice

We invite you to come by for all
needs Monday through Friday, 7 'til
5, or call 753-1751.
The

EMPLOYEES AND MANAGEMENT

PAWL TOUR

THE LRDORR
New Trio Featured
At Style Show Of

Son Doesn't Fight,
Returns in Tears
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have an II-year-old son who
comes home
crying nearly every day. Somebody "bir him. I tell
him he
Mould hit them back, but be says be dome% NM to
fight.
I have talked to other mitionrs ea the Meek, and they say
a boy hassle horn bow to petal limit and if be does,
the
ether boysThren't bogy bins so much.
I am nst era* alma ihe OM aft my kb! gettiog beat vg
all the Om ile I tuallim to
*himself. He doesn't Mem
to me. He gess where Or ether kids are, knowing he can't
get
along with thlill aml is ping to end op Odic hit and
crying. So All Tirtile opinion, Abby?
MOTHER
MAR MrsTWER! I eta cc:try bcy should learn Iowa
is
defiled himself. bet 'mei may alms have Is learn how to
get
ales( better with the ether tido.

Music Department
As exciting new trio set the
musket pane for the Style Show
held Teseday. March 18, by the
Wage Department of the Misr
ray Wenn% Club.
Chid Sims. owitge if
Chuck's Hob CesNe.
Prank el the Mel& eel PIG&
cal
Deportmat at
Murray Illige Unieweity, and
Tiny WOK Weer leaciber
and =elk at Honey Siete, have
formed a combs. sell gipped deIlehtial background mud&
Clothes tram than lead stores — Campus Csimml,
on's, Mademoiselle illtep. sad
The Place — woes misled by
local perms=
Tbe combo am HIM by To•
calisk *a Vanes Shows, to
mesa gm mak he the =cub& A iliellsolkaa for the
Melie bivertolot said the trio
bed a delightful combination
or sound mad knelt that this
UM will be very successteL
'The Music Department expressed its appreciation to the
Mores and to the models for
tbe thee job at the Style Show.
Pressed' from the show wg1
be used for mote soholsrittm.
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Mrs, J. B.&Maim
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Phone 753-1117 or 75341147

Ni
Miss Nancy Carol Holland Becomes
Of William Lawrence Mattingly he

Stawsisy, Marsha
•turkey sliest will be held
at the Ceiba/ CulltY 100
&thee& strand at BIM GA4,
illymeored as ale Csibtler
Bead Boosters CM.

Bride
Lovely

Ceremony At Methodist Church

4

•••

if f

Mu old Idles twee plmeed at Sega Neese= Greve %Bed Medea* Cberdi from MO
to PM pm.'veneered by Me
*east HMI Che.
.* * 0
Have AudiosIs vlsoned by
Pi Kappa Pledge Class on the
steps of the Library at 3111U
from 12 nom to three pm."
•••
*MAW& March 31
The Served Sunday Scheel
c-isse of the First Baptist
is.
Church will meet at the home
Mrs. Gerald Carter of Mrs. Will D. Thornton at
710 p.m. Mrs. Myrtle Well and
Hostess For
Mrs. Ray Moore are the class
DEAR ABBY: A Penis at saline made the mistake of jotOf Memorial Class teachers.
ting a festnao se her fairielage gird to the effect that they
•••
Mrs. Gerald Carter °posed
"miss their two Milken lithe are-Slay at castle
this yoga."
Tuesday, April 1
her home for the tamable ef
My husband is the melts awe* tree-loader, and he imThe Women's Society of Christhe Golden Circle Sunday School
mediately figured that they had Mee spare room, so we
Class of the Memorial Baptist ti= Service of the First United
could go there for our vacation'
Church held on Thursday, Methodist Church will meet at
I can just see the role I am ping to have to play to coinMarch 27, at seven-thirty o'clock the church at ten a.m. with the
primate for the free rooms. I'm sure my cousin wouldn't exemotive board meeting at OAS
In the evening.
pect me to do all the cooking and homework, but what wanes
The guest speaker for the am.
•••
4 ean move in on two people and not offer to do some work?
evening was Mrs. Lloyd Con'
We have an 8-room house and, frankly, I'd like to get
Murray Assembly No. 111
sell who spoke on Haswell and
Its home life there. She showed der of the Rainbow for Girls
away from household chores on my vacation.
slides taken of the islands while will hold its regular meeting at
What do you suggekt?
JUST THE HOUSEKEEPER
the and her family were visiting the idasonk Hall at seven p.m.
•••
DEAR JUST: If yen let year hissimad rope yea bete this
her family during the Christkind of a "vaesties"—yearli deserve it.
Group I of the First Christian
mas leilldays.
Daring the social hour re- amok OFF will meet with
freshments were served by the Ms Richard Miller, 1103 Olive
DEAR ABBY: I hope this doesn't sound like I am bragStreet, at ten a.m. Mrs. James
hostess, Mrz Carter.
'!*-eing, because I'm not.
Those present were Mrs. Den Hart will have the program and
I married when I was le, and now, 19 years later, we
Rogers, Mrs. Andy Rogers, Mrs. Mrs. Bill Van Meter the won'
have as happy a home M anyone could find anywhere.
Vance Ramage, Mrs. Noel Hen- ship.
•••
These are some of the things I've &me to make it so:
dilx, Mrs. Jack Hale, Mrs.
In the morning I wake my husband with a cup of flab
Group II of the First ChristJoyce Houston, Mrs. Rendes
coffee and the morning paper. I've done this for years, but be
Harroold, Milos Patience Her- ian Church CWF will most with
MRS. WILLIAM LAWRENCE MATTINGLY
Mrs. Frank Roberts with Mrs
mold, and Mrs. Carter.
always thanks me as though it is the first time.
•• •
SW= Scott as =hostess at
Miss Nancy Carol Holland,
When he comes home in the evening, I again have fresh
Kentucky Military Institute,
two pm. Mrs. Harlan Hodges daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wynn of
coffee made and the afternoon paper. Regardless of what they
Louisville, and is attending
will give the program and Mrs. Franklin Holland of 711 Elm
are doing, the diildren always run to the door to greet him.
Murray State University, majorC. L Fair the devotion.
Street, Murray, became the ing in pre-dental.
Before he gets home I make sure I have a fresh dress on,
•••
bride of William Lawrence )att- For her going-away, Mrs.
and that my face is nicely made-up, my hair combed, and
The Delta Department of
ingly, son of Mr. and Mrs. Law- Mattingly wore a aqua blue
Mr. and Mn. Harold By
when he comes in I leave all my problems of the day until he
Murray Woman's Club will meet rence Mattingly of 3122 Boboensemble, a plain tailored dress
of Murray Route Six are
has had his dinner and had time to relax And then I only
at the club house at seven p.m. link Road, Louisville, in a cerematching street length
daugbter,
parents
a
of
bring them up if they are important.
Members please note change In mony performed at seven-thir- with
coat and bone accessories with
ty Kay, weighing seven pounds date. Hostessits
Finally, after our evening meal, we read some passages
will
he
ty
Meso'clock
in
the
evening on a white orchid corsage pinned
born on Wednesday, March
dames A. C.
of the Bible together and pray as a family.
at 5:38 a. m. at the Murray- son. Clinton Sanders, W. I. Gib. Saturday, March 15, I n the at her shoulder.
Rowlett,
Helen
BenBroadway United Methodist
When so many marriages are going on the rocks I simply
The couple will reside at 304
Callowso County Hospital.
et:, Misses Ruby Simpson, /Cath- Church, Paducah.
offer these things as suggestions for a happy home.
Grandparents are Yrs.
North Fourth Street, Murray,
leen Patterson, Ruble Smith,
will continua their
Wei* IS Vine Street, Murray, and
MRS. R. &,SAN ANGELO, TEX.
Rev. G. E. Clayton, uncle of where they
Issas Henry.
Flask Wells of Southfield,
studies.
•••
minister
church
bride
the
of
and
• ••
DEAR MRS. S.: What a besotted We yea have. May it
Mich., and Kr. and Mrs Roy
The Zappe Department of the related activities, performed the
ever be thus. I'll print year letter as am laspiratiss to others.
Bynum of Murray Route Throe.
Murray Womsn's Club will meet double ring ceremony.
Greying Remedy
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wells and at
Mrs. G. E. Clayton, pianist,
the club hot= at 7:30 p.m
Strip greyness from linens
Mn.
Rosie
Murray
Lee
of
Routs
DEAR ABBY: Thank you far suggesting to a reader who
Redeem will be Mesdames presented a program of nuptial safely by
running them through
Three are the groat grandpar- James
wanted to express his appreciation to you by giving you monSullivan, Robert J. Mc- music. She played "0 Perfect a regular wash
cycle with 4
ents.
Love",
Bamby,
Court,
"Walk
Hand
ey that, instead, be send it to his local Mental Health associin
James
Z.
King,
and
Bob• ••
tablespoons of washing soda -by J. Weds.
Hand", Cowell& "For You Aation.
nothing else. The suds that
Darren Cabot Is the name
• ••
lone", Guhl, '1 Love You TruI am sure that any association would welcome this gift
appear are activated by
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
ly",
Bond,
Love
"I
Grits,
Thee",
Wednesday,
April 2
but if be really wanted to show his appreciation. he might
detergent residue, a build-up of
Grope of Murray Route Five
The ladies day luncheon will "Because", D. Hardelot, "Weddoffer the most valuable gift of all--himaelf. More than money,
excess detergent remaining from
he their baby boy, weighing be
Prayer",
Dunlap.
ing
The tradserved at the Oaks Country
eight pounds five ounces, born Club
we are interested ip personal invelmmesiL
This residne
at 12:15 p.m. Members we itional wedding marches were past washings.
on Wednesday, March 28, at
causes the greying. Repeat the
Most associations have volusgeer programs where a lay
asked to make reservations ny used.
4:31 a. m. at the lierroY-Callo- Monday
cycle until the water is
person can spend practically any asnamat of thme doing any
Bride's Dress
by calling one of the
way County Hospital.
number of things to aid the mentally ill. Perhaps even more
bestows, Mrs. Kenneth Adams, The bride, given in marriage completely clear.
They have one daughter,
'boas 7e3-337e, or Mrs. Howard by her father, wore an original
important than the services provided for the patient, le the
Hope Lane, age two.
gown designed by Eva of ElegBrandon 753-11080.
fact that the volunteer may came to realize that a "reatal
Grandparents are Mr. and
•••
ance of white chantilly lace
patient" is still a human being, and sot someone to be
Mrs. Melvin Grogan of Murray
To eliminate hair spray
The Cherry Corner Baptist over white bridal taffeta. The
feared. Thanks, Abby
NANCY GANNON,
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
Church WMS will meet at the bodice was fashioned with a low build-up, mix a little dry baking
Clifford
Rogers of Murray
SOUTH BEND. IND.
*cooped neckline and long tap- soda with your shampoo To
p.m.
Route One. Bob Grown of Coe- church at 7:30
•• •
ered sleeves. The full skirt remove every last trace of
Everybody bes a problem. Wises years? Fee a permed
valescent Division of the Murswept into a fan shaped train shampoo, rinse hair with a glass
The
Faxon
Mothers
Club
will
write
repay
to Abby. illes eMee, Les Asselea, CoL, elleee md
ray-Calloway County Hospital is
asset at the Faxon School at that was chapel length. Her veil of water containing a teaspoon
a greet grandfather.
ember •seasspd. sellooddlressad awvolops.
110 p.m. A film on cancer will of misty English illusion was of baking soda.
•••
double tiered and waist length.
FOR ABBY'S NEW 11100KLZT -WHAT TIIIEN-AGROS
Kr. and Mrs. Joseph Lathain, be shown. •••
The veil cascaded from a spray
WANT TO KNOW.- SEND 113.01 TO ABET. ROI UMW LOS
320 E. South Street, MaYlleld,
The Flint Baptist Church of imported valley lilies.
ANGELES. CAL. Meek
announce the birth of a son,
John Thomas, weighing seven WMS is schdduled to meet at
The bride was carrying an exseven p.m.
pounds an ounces, born on the church at
quisite cascading cluster of dra• ••
Thursday, March 27, at 5:35
matic white glamellias.
Three Swiss watchmaking a, m.
Thursday, April 3
at the Murray-Calloway
Miss Revert), Ann Paschall of
firms recently figured how to County Hospital.
The
Dexter
Homemakers Murray was maid-of-honor. She
Club will mist M Ole home of wore a pale blue dress with
add an automatic mechanism to ,.They have another
son, Jothe complicated chronograph
Latham, Jr., age three.
lace featuring an empire waistMrs. B. C. Edwards.
without adding measurable, to Grandparents are Mr.
•••
line. She also wore a corsage of
and
the thickness of the movement.
John Latham of Arlington
The Good Shepherd United three blue carnations.
A chronograph is a precision d Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Blair
Robert Thomas Walden, Mill
Methodist Chu,rch WSCS will
watch with the capability to
FarminPon.
mot at the church at two p.m. Cheyenne Drive, Owensboro,
By United Press International record elapsed time and to
• ••
•••
served as best man.
Hang freshly washed ot function as a stopwatch. The
For her daughter's wedding,
ironed clothes at your fingertips self-winding mechanism used in
Ribbons and headbands -even
The Garden Department of the bride's mother chose a dress
Use a new clothes caddy It also the new Chronoinatic watch is a wide belts and ties-now can be the Murray Woman's Club
will of pale blue knit, a Nene Don
holds extra clothes Of guests' AWNS planetary rotor enclosed kept organized and free of meet at the club house at 1:30 creation. She wore navy accesclothes, thus avoiding closet withie the watch movem
wrinkles. These fashion musts psi Hostesses will be Mesdam- sories and a white orchid corclutter. The caddy roils along The weenses arm movements are hard to More but a handy es Hugh Houston, L. J. Horne, sage.
the floor on five inch whet* and automatically wind th chrome plated pdget which Robert Douglas, James HamilReception
folds list for easy storage. No mainspring
Immediately following the
It record hangs over any closet door solves ton, George Hart, and_ Edgar
stooping or bending to hang fifths-of-a -second with 30 the problem. Twenty-four Pride.
dding, a reception honoring
*
•••
clothes. The caddy extends from minute and 12 hour registers and prongs are two-iliches
couple was held in *he
34 to 56 inches.
wide-large enough to keep
hofbe4pf the bride's uncle, Rev.
calendar.
Friday, AprIl 4
(Snyder Manufactori ng Co..
G. E". Clayton, 113 Parker
(Watchmakers of Switzerland everything neat and visible.
The Senior Citizens Club will Street. Paducah.
23rd and Westmoreland Streets, Information Center Inc.. 60S
(Lee Rowan Co., 350, Fifth
meet at the Community Center, The bride's table was overPhiladelphia. Pa
Avenue., New York, N.Y.).
Fifth Ave.. New York, N.Y.).
Ellis Drive, at noon for a pot. laid with a lace tablecloth. The
••
leek luncheon. Host-eases will tiered wedding cake was toppNow
achieve *a
lovely be Mesdames Katie Overcast,
pearlized leather finish by Mildred Sharpe, and Essie His. ed by a miniature bride and
groom statuette. A crystal
spraying any shoe with lock.
punch bowl held the punch and
Peartosserice to make it glow.
• ••
crystal Nigeria dish of nuto
Sfparkling golden and silver glow
complimented the table arrange1205 Chestnut Street
shoe sprays also are in a new
ments.
line. The manufacturer says
Mrs. R. T. Walden, cousin of
these work on any leather or
the bride, and Mrs. G. E. Claysynthetic to glamorize handbags
ton served at the reception.
or shoes. A patent finish spray
Mr. and Mrs.- Ibrineend Work.
Mrs. Mattingly is a 1968 gradalso is available in many colors. manwere the recent (Ueda of
uate of Murray High School and
Each two•ounce can is their dsughter, Mrs. James V.
La attending Murray State UniOpen 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
nonflammable and non-toxic Edwards, Mr. Edwards, and
yersity majoring in Secretarial
and will finish two palm of children, Jeffrey and Jeanne, of
,
Science
shoes, the manufacturer says.
Sedalia, Mo.
Mr. Mattingly is a graduate
.•
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Pktvred Is James A. Lowery, NOM erode hasher as
larkeey High School In Calloway County, denoting his Seth
pint of bleed at the Red Cress Iliserhwabile in Mayfield
Wednesday. Mrs, Ryan Isbell, chairman of Volunteers is presenting 1.wwwry a certificate of appreciation for Ms mestami- 0
Ino cooperation with His bleed priograrri. Lowery is a seven
gallon dewier. He pee his first &melon at the first visit of
the 13hoodonatina in Mayfield an July 3e, !rft
(Photo by Joe Hayden)
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for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
WE WELL BE CLOSED . . .
From 11:90 a.m. to 1:08 pm. tor Church Beer

HAZEL CAFE
NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *
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GOSPEL MEETING
NE1V PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIS

I

Floyd
Dethrow,
Evangelist
•
March 28-30
Friday, Saturday
and Sunday
•
Evening Services

1

7:30

•

Ommilimm

WW1

ROAST BEEF Regular
"N" HAM
Price
SANDWICH - 6% ea.
SPECIAL TODAY ONLY
Buy 2 For The Price Of 1
& 3rd One For 50c

SCOTT DRUG

WILL AE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
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Protection Against Criminals?

New Laser-TV Takes Pictures in the Dark
By JAMES N. MILLER
Central Press dasociation
Correspondent
NORWALK, Conn. - A new
kind of television camera sys' tern, which has its transmitting
and receiving equipment in a
single unit, uses the white hcit
beam of a laser, and needs no
studio lights or other external
illum!nation, has been tested
here. Even in complete darkness. "subjects appear on the
TV screen as if in daylight
brightness, and picture quality
is exceptionally clear," accord-.
ing to its developers, PerkinElmer.
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Laser light (laser is an acronym far "light amplification by
the stimulated emission of radiation") was first demonstrated
in 1981. Today lasers have
shown practical importance in
such widely varying fields as
medicine, where quick and pain* leas operations can be performed with their aid; exploration of vast land masses where
lasers show great promise for
use in aerial searches for methane gas, and in lejisless photography, where the mysterious
beams are being used to reconstruct three-dimensional images
The new-type TV camera photographs in bright light (obey* and in
of the original scene.
darkness (lower picture). It's a laser system with many uses includBecause the light emitted
ing taking radar-like pictures of lawbreakers in pitch darkness,
•from the laser - TV camera
comes from a single source, the electron beam of a standard and low intensity combine to
lighting effects are similar to television picture receiver, and make it virtually invisible.
those of a photo taken with a laser light energy reflected
Thus, dark areas such as
flash bulb. For this reason the from the subject is sensed by a doorways could be scanned at
effect of many light sources self-contained receiver,
night without the knowledge of
from different angles cannot be
"The energy returned from any lawbreakers. With a propobtained with the new system. the subject controls the inten- erly tailored system it would be
• • •
sity of. the electron beam of the possible _to observe 'suspected
THE DEVELOPERS point TV monitor's pictu re tuyie, CriMinals at distances in excess
out that "laser scans from sev- forming the image. The very of a mile.
,.•• • •
eral different points are con- low useful energy emission Of
ANOTHER promising. area
ceivable, but might prove im- about one milliwatt from the
practical from the standpoint of new unit has proved adequate where lasers are just now becost." Single source illumine- for imaging objects about 30 ginning to be used is in the
field of optical signal processtion, however, may prove corn- feet distant."
Performance and range cape- ing. Oil prospectors are using
. pletely adequate under the new
system for specific uses such a* bility of all forms of this sys- this technique for reduction and
-on the 'scene" or "spot" TV tern "could be tremendously evaluation of earthquake reenhanced by utilizing the new! porting information.
- news reporting.
argon green-beam lasers, which •
The method has many broad
Lowers of many types have
could provide output powers of uses in image interpretation as
been developed, some with inseveral watts. Other laser we'll, through antenna pattern
tense power which virtually
wave lengths also could be em- analysis, matched filtering, and
emit "bullets of light" which. pioyed.
signal spectrum analyst*. One
have a life of only a fraction of
"versions of this type of sys- use is as a means for quickly
a second. The gas laser uses in
tern also could have application, and automatically locating certhe new system is of far lower
a lunar
landing train human blood cells for genpower, but emits its pure light
aid for spacecraft. For close- etic studies,
beam continuously.
range use the simpler heliumThe new system also looks
Under the laser-camera sys- neon lasers are preferred."
promising as an all - weather
Asajigutight
LAS);
, landing aid for aircraft, apeLk. f,,....4,.;;•„s„,,,46.
less laser is n
POSSIBLY the greatest po- cifically as a direct vision video
• to scan the subject through a tential use of laser-TV is for "radar" effective from an altipair of rotating, diamond- covert surveillance for law en- tude of several hundred feet.
faceted mirrors. The fast line forcement agencies. As used in Such an aid would be especially
sweep of the transmitted laser, the new system, for example, valuable in remote military
W beam is synchronized with the, the laser beam's fast scan speed' bases.
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DENIES REPORTS

WASHINGTON UPI - The Jordanian Embassy has denied re)orts King Hussein held a secret
meeting with Abbe Eban,Israel's
foreign minister. It said the re.
port, published Wednesday by
The New York Times, was a
result of "deliberate misinformation fed to the press by Israeli sources ...."

WASHINGTON UPI - There have been no incidents against Americans in Pakistan since the
new government took over, the
State Department said Wecksesclay. It said it was maintaining
diplomatic contacts with the government of Gen. Yahya Khan and
the U. S. ambassador hiss not
found it necessary to order evacuation of any Americans from
the country.

JUMPS THE GUN

WILBURTON, England UPI Trevor Gammage, 12, got tired
of his collection of 3'7 pennies,
so he spent them on chocolate.
But he kept the list of the
coins' dates, which he had written
down as he saved them. One of
them was 1933.
Last week he learned from a
television program a 1933 penny
had sold for $6,000. Only 13 of
the coins were struck in that
year.

RADIOS STOLEN
James L. Davis of the Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tenn., reported to the
Department
Police
Murray
Thursday at five p.m. that three
radio Walkie-Talkies were stolen from his truck parked at
the Murray Plaza Court sometime between six p.m. and eight
a.m. the night before.

Put your money
where your boys are.
help
us
-help
4.9

The American Red Cross.

or planetary

toom
Lions)
'1 day

SATURDAY — MARCH 29, 1949

NO INCIDENTS
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SPECIAL PRE-EASTER SAVINGS ON
FAMOUS NAME FASHION FABRICS

EETING
ICH OF CHRIST

TAPESTRANO
SPRING SUITINGS

Floyd
Dethrow,
Evangelist
•
March 28-30
Friday, Saturday
and Sunday

For the first time, famous "Cohoma" Tapestrano Suitings at half price and even less. Brand
new Spring and Summer colors and patterns. It's the ideal fabric for dresses, suits, skirts

Evening Services

7:30

and sportswear. Choose from over 2,000 yards in a large array of checks and plds!

THE LOWEST PRICE EVER!!
IKE AND MAMIE are shown in their wedding photo, made in 1918 when he was a lieutenant fresh out of West Point. and on their retirement farm at Gettysburg, Pa.,
June 19641

ular
ice
ea.

* Famous Cohama "Tapestrano" Suitings
* First Quality, Full Bolts, 45" Wide
* Washabje, Crease Resistant
* Over 2,000 Yards To Choose From
* Save up to'1.50 on Every Yard

•

•
Be there when the door opens Monday, March 31,
9:00 a.m. for this sensational Fashion Fabric Buy!

M1

Imagine buying First Quality Cohama Tapestrano

ICKEN

THIS WAS A RASE GET-TOOETHER of all the Eisenhower brothers, in Chicago in 19S2, waiting for the Republican National Convention 'balloting that nominated Ike for president.
From left Milton, Earl, Dwight, Arthur and Edgar

h. 153;1101
4

204 W. Washington

Paris, Tenn.

•
•
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.1 White Bass Versatie Fishing
rt
Fronded. Ky.,(Special)- Probably the white bass are the most
temperammtal of all tithes that ambit Kambicky eaters. But with
all ask idlosyscrattc acting they are the irooriteof a great many
Ss simsdpold of edibility la be-llamas,
itscatartly
can of
lively Wean they air.awe bombed. Also, the white
U are almost a year 'read Ma- Oat is they may be caught in
all be stomas except a asupia. Thelashodsof Maki kw the white
bus are as varied as tbdraciloss.The astir, his Oa bait Ashermaa, the troller, all earn Ida fla match oilers,*sag some time
oi the year, a cballege to sash of Sea type flaesbasa.
Lim the degas,the WM boss agage In a am*rum la the
elsrlY 11111611, sousethme la liar* or April, acanthi to weather
shallow tributaries
otamiliess, tail is dada Mk suds boo
of
buemsobelsIlat Silt gnarl sae Oa most Duane*

•

deluge is premise le 111,
Irma Se valor tempintares War *road as 10 Odra mart

•

be altos had file the smaller tributaries. They move up the lake
to the very 110111111 iketelbelarissaod may math to that area for
several aye WPM maons are right for lass to move Into the
stream. It is Own Oat Rama* troll the area or cast it wilb shadlike miumais awl catch great numbers of this fine fish eves bdore
.
they law pumetrabod Se analog locale.
Thee they move tsto Ine didIow meter and with this move comes
ttntastic fishing by frantic flabsrmea. This occurs to some degree
in all lakes in Ikkh the flits Use, but most especially in Lake
Herrington, Lake Camberd and Dale Hollow,
Perhaps, the best adios to be made at this time will be on
snaominnows, usuany about two incises 'wag, hut the Cattgerfs
like lures will argils about this and probably with justification.
Equally skilled minnow adman and costars would battle to a
draw were their methods to be costagad. many contend.
The minnow rig is numb Ike that mad for crappie. There'll be
the minnow hooked either mar the dorsal fin or in the lips. Above
this bait will be sinkers, enough to make the minnow stay on the
bottom in some cases and In gibers enough to keep the cork level
on the top of the water while the minnow swims about three feet
underneath. This rig will be fished in the eddies, or it may be
used above or below swift riffles. In tact, when the run is is full
bloom it won't matter much where the lure is so long as it's in the
water. Now at this same time there'll be the casters, either in
boats in the larger tributaries or on the banks of the smaller ones,
who will catch fish-for-fish with the minnow dunker and claim that
he is having more fun.
the most exasperating thing about the white bass' habits is
that they may be biting like copperheads on a given day then, as if
turned off by some magic wand, will quit, often not to resume their
activities for as many as two days.
Rain and muddy water will aLso turn off the white bass, although
if muddy water persists biologists believe the white bass will
spawn only to have its ens buried under silt or washed away.
The white bass run usuittly continues, intermittently, for about
three weeks. Some fishermen are as eccentric as the white bass
and fish only for this striper during their spawning season. After
the rim is over they'll put up their fishing tackle and not fish again
mdll *tout the same time next year.

•

0

Booklet on Wahmimid
Con Improve Habitat

*

Department of
The
Agriculture h a s published
"Ponds and Marshes for Wild
Nit* on Farms and Ranches." This important little book
It (No. 2234 available from
the Government Printing Office for 10c, tells landowners
how to increase the population
of "ad ducks by imnroving
existing ponds and marshes
end by properly building and
developing new ones. This is
a good "how to do it" booklet for anyone interested in
•vaterfowl habitat improvement.

1

inusediateiy Movie" the white bass run the fish return to the
lake yaw
am Ibilr way hack somm of the very finest catches
are maim M idsde they an faddy'gracious and will literally
hit aspEniag lat Is Ram at 11011.-TImpli flat be bad ear the
womb of 1110 irEolery Id biter 141 spread sat over the entire
Mk kat Ma mud NOM of tIA fasted Mae there is - white
bug la Se jape.
Abed ideblay the dad lave spawned andsdiesied up. They offer
a *lima for the fwitglag whites and ass the minnows reach
about tow aches in L,
the Ignites will be bud nearby bursting
throe.iliegeliools as Imo udwarrs swim nartbe vases surface.
It's lima Sat a well pbad, ded•like beris, east Ma the swirling
mem, MK in all gababRity be gabled op with much vim. Fact
of Ent luiller is ilatit mg HeIMMO for a fisherman to bring
In WO vidan am ems hire, so eager are they to hit the offering.
This, of oars; as Moly be de wheo the fish that first latches
on laves aite
more of the hod dangling outside its mouth.
Cava the right time and the right place, a skilled fisherman
oftem Ins little trodie in limiting out his 60 white bass in a couple
of des. We not always this way, however. Cu many occasions the
Maws will continue for only a short time and the fisherman must
eked and deal from one Amp to another in an attempt to satisfy
Ms fishing yen. He may obtain a couple from one jump, which will
dowser, then his to another where he'll pick up maybe a couple
mars, ad so on throughout the day. The best time to watch for the
haps is in the early morning and late afternoon. To be sure, they
are mit to be badge a windy day when the water surface is rough,
the IWO ransom Nag that you'll be unable to locate them.
This There's Always Trolling

A third major family campground will open
this summer to accommodate the growing
number of campers at Land Between the
Lakes recreation area In western Kentucky
minnows and do-jigs. Water 5054 degrees.
Barren River Reservoir -White bass good in upper section on
spinners and do-jigs, fair catches
of blacks by jigging. Water 51
degrees.
NOlin Reservoir - Black bass
good by jigging, fair to good catches of crappie around stickups.
Water 49 degrees.
Rough River Reservoir -Crappie good by still-fishing minnows,
fair catches of white bass, blacks
off deep banks on deep runners.
Water 46 degrees.
Buckhorn Crappie good, white
bass fair at creek heads, blacks
by casting dollflies. Water 46
degrees.

.
.
I MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO.
I
I
I
•

"VISHIGLM AN'S HEADQU A RTERA"

6.0 Zenith TVs

•

r• Sporting Goods •
•
Chestnut 9treet
Murray, Ky. •
Phone 753-2571

S.
`

• .004‘41-811
I

service buildings, boat launching ramps, playgrounds, cooking
grills, picnic tables, and swimming beaches. Camping is on a
first-come-first-served
basis.
Campsites within the developed
campgrounds are $I per night.
with 25c additional for electrical
outlets, and 25c additional for
trailers with holding tanks. There
is a two-week maximum occupancy in the campgrounds.,
Among the most popular tacittttes here-with boaters, fishermen, and hunters are the twenty
lake access areas located along
the shorelines of Lake Barkley
and Kentucky Lake. These areas
have boat launching ramps,
picnic tables, cooking grills, and
chemical toilets. Although designed
primarily for day-use
activities, they provide ideal
campsites for the out-doorsman
who is looking for something a
little more primitive than the
developed campgrounds. Five of
the lake access areas have
drinking water. There are no
fees for using these facilities,
Another new visitors' attraction in Land Between the Lakes
that appeals to children of all
ages Is Empire Farm, an educational facility being developed
In the Conservation Education
Center, in the northern part of the
area. The farm gives visitors,
the opposite shores of Kentucky
and
particularly children, the
Lake and Lake Barkley.
opportunity to see how a farm is
These lakes, connected by an
operated and to see and touch
open canal near the two dams,
domestic farm animals and typprovide almost 3,300 miles of
ical farm crops. With only one
shoreline and some of the best
child in twenty living on a farm
fishing in America. Kentucky
In America today, Empire Farm
Lake has anational reoutation for
is designed to play a valuable
big, slab-sided crappie and the
role in the overall conservation
bass • fishing in Lake Barkley
education program being dehas been exceptional the past
veloped in Land Between the
two years.
Lakes. The farm also displays
There are two major family
old farm implements that were
campgrounds in Land Between the
used in the "'Tween the Rivers"
Lakes, and a third - Pineyarea, WO these give some older
will open July 1. Piney is locatvisitors a chance to reminisce.
ed on the Kentucky Lake shoreA visual interpretive program
line in Stewart County, Terms.with slides, movies, and counter
see, near the former site of
displays is being pawned for
Fort Henry, a famous Civil War
completion this spring.
embattlement. The new campCenter Station, the major visground will have 100 tent and
itors' center in the Conservation
trailer sttes with electricity and
an additional ZOO units are , Education Center, is being completely refurbished. A new inplanned ibir future development.
terpretive program with a varTwo existing campgrounds offer
iety
of displays is being developmore than 500 campsites.
ed for the station and is scheduled
Hillman Ferry Campground will
for completion by early sumnter.
open April 1 and Rushing Creek
The displays will help the vision May 1. All three camptor relive a part of the eoldrful
grounds have modern central

fish. The alteas over the points are prime targets for the troller
who may also have luck alongside a deep bank and often right out
in the middle of the lake. On occasion trolling can be highly productive and it definitely offers fishing for the persistent sportsman who desires action, although not much, even in the hottest
weather.
Night Fishing With Minnows
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A Friend of Conservation
who is Proud of the .
Accomp 1 ishments of
Local Sportsmen
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tThe year-round camp is located
on Energy Lake, a 970-acre sub.
impoundment of Lake Barkley.
Camp Energy has four separate
loops, each with twelve campsites per loop. Modern shower
buildings, rest rooms, and
shelter beu 11ctings are availed e,
and free canoes are provided to
campers. Hiking, boating, fishing, swimming, and nature study
C
laarmapc
sd
ite
vistieasrewith
$3 user
groups. Campsites
night, with a maximum of eight
people per site. Reservations
are accepted throughout the year.
A new attraction planned for
this fall is the introduction or
a buffalo herd In the southern
part of Land Between the lakes.
The buffalo, once native to this
area, will be located in the Prior
Creek Walley near the former
village of Model, Tennessee.The
buffalo herd will be the first of
several visitor attractions
planned for that area.
Visitors can reach Land Between the Lakes from the north
off U.S. 62 and 641, from the
south off U.S. 89, and from the
east and west by U.S. 68 which
crosses the area,
For
additional information.
write Land Between the Lakes,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231.
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history of the Land Between the
Lakes area, from the early days I
of Indian occupation through its
heyday as an iron-productvg '
eon and onetime moonshine widekey capital to its emergence as
one of America's most popular
recreation areas.
Camp Energy, a youth campground opened last sununer, is

GOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY
-Land Between the Lakes, the
big outdoor recreation area that
stretches 40 miles bentallim two of
America's
largest man-made
lakes, was host to more than a
million visitors in 1968. With
added lake access areas and the
opening of a new major campground, it will be able to acctmunodate still more visitors
this year,
Lying astride the border of
western Kentucky - Tennessee,
this heavily wooded area once
was famous for moonshine whiskey and a pioneer iron industry.
Now it is a mecca for campers,
hunters, fishermen, boaters, picnickers, and those who enjoy
htldng and driving in an unspoiled area full of wildlife that
ranges froni-haid eagles to wild
writers and deer.
Land Between the Lakes is
being developed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as a national
demonstration in outdoor recreation and conservation, with major emphasis on
camping, day-use recreation,and
conservation education. There
are no commercial facilities
within Land Between the Lakes;
however, there are ample overnight accommodations, restaurants, and boat docks nearby on
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and Tennessee. Sites for primitive camping
also are available at 20 lake access areas along
the 300 !cites of shoreline that border the
area.

New Facilities To Lure
More Visitors To Lill

Iltrovalmot the mummer months there's trolling for white bass.
This is aecompliiimi with a deep running lure, usually, although
a median dam ruiner of the shad-like variety, will often catch
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Perhaps more white bass are caught at night during the hot
summer and early fall months than during the entire season by
other methods.
The night fisherman will need much patience and an A-1 type of
insect repellant. He'll also need, of course, a boat, many lanterns,
several rods and reels, a goodly supply oflively minnows, and he'll
be wise if be also wlll takeitIonga cotiple of sandwiches and a jug of
coffee, He'll need his ice cooler, also, for in it tie can better preserve the whites that he catches at night. Each fisherman has his pet location for night white bass fishing
and it is difficult to oust him from his chosen spot. He'll go there
time and again and most usually he'll catch fish. He reasons, with
justification, U the whites have been there once, they'll be there
again. By his very persistence he's apt to catch more fish than
many others.
He'll know his location and he'll be acquainted with the area
In which to tie his boat so that he may fish in exactly the right
spot. Usually he'll anchor before nightfall and enjoy a few hours
of rest and relaxation before the whites take over his attention.
Sometimes he may have the whole night to himself, the whites
being the temperamental fish that-they are, but this doesn't happen
often. Usually before the night is over, the fish will have moved
in and that is Ill that is necessary.
He'll fish maybe up to 40 feet deep and he'll use a fairly heavy
sinker on his 10 to 15 pound test line he fishes right over the side
of the boat. He'll keep a sharp eye on the tip of his rods and when
there is a slight tug he'll hoist away with all vigor. His line will
more than apt become tangled with his two or three other lines
that he is using, but that's all a part of the business, and he'll
go right on fishing. Often, when conditions are favorable, he'll
probably get bites on more than one pole at the same time and
that will cause him some trouble, too, but he'll enjoy it all.
Often the whites will be caught also by casting, mostly off the
points and they are not opposed to taking a minnow that has been
proffered the crappie. All in all the white bass is a valuable member of Kentucky's family of fishes.

Theo Back Into The Lakes

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI- Improved fishing was reported before rain and high winds drove
fishermen off the lakes this weekend, the State Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources said today.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Lake Cumberland - In the lower
section, white bass fair to good
In heads of creeks, crappie fair,
black bass kir by jigging, trout
fair below the dam. Kid-section
crappie fair to good at four feet
around the bushes, black bass
fair by jigging. Upper section,
trout in heads of creeks,scattered white bass. Water 42-46 degrees.
Lake 13arliley - In Litter River
are., good crappie and black bass
catches were reported on minnows, bluegill fair. Dam area,black bass and croppie fair. Below
the dam, white bass good, biacks
and crappie off the riprap on dojigs. Water 49 degrees.
Dewe Lake - Scattered crappie
and bluegills reported. Water 47
degrees.
Herringtoo Lake - Some limits
of black bass were caught on medium deep lures, some white bass
in heads of creeks,crappie catches fair. Water 45 degrees.
Kentucky Lake - Black bass
were good in Blood River area
by casting meclium deep runners,
scattered catches of crappie at
stump level.. Below the dam,
good white bass and crappie on

0

Week Old Fly layer
There's good reason why
flies are so plentiful. A female lays its first batch of
eggs in lees than a week after
being hatched.
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AUTOMONLES POI'AU

POR RISiT
INERVICES OPPIR111)
4-BEDROOM one panelled) two- 00181$: At dud, 2 reeler
story brick home for rent. New seed 5 wilted Million%
Pregas furnace, carport, large utili- miers Pride by ilimewell
Prety. Excellent location, 1000 mien Sarigra Mg** It* by
Sthirp Street. Available April
Waft
Ka** ardete.
5. Key is at 206% N. 1016 fit. le USA. Om registere
d Webb
Murray. Writ* Bob Gam, MB MM. thawtype. Bales Tr
S. W. 10th Street, Ft Lestlar- lag—Reading, Blackwel
l Str
lin Phone 524434L
NOTICE
UAL ESTATE POft KALB
Mee. Rental, Murray. Ky.Phone
MAL MATE POI SALE
1965
BUICK
Elects*
=5.
Black
POR SALO
FOR SAL3
March-31.O
villY1 roof, factory air and all NEWLY DECORATED 3-bed- 7534977.
ELECTROLUX SAM & leo FIVE ACRES, landecaped. Beau- ON BRA-WA Circle, 3-bedroom HARLEYDAVIDSON Chopper.
power. 1965 Mustang. Automat- mom furnished apartment with
vies, Box 113 Murray, Ky.. C. tiful trees, % mile west of central sir and basaboand
KITCHEN
LOOK
old
and drab?
LAKE
hest, Very good condition, new motor
COTTAGE — Instant liv- ic. Console In the floor. Cain kitchen and den Air
M. Seeders. Phone $134178, Country Club. % mile south of walk-in closets, 2 baths, Lege end reconditi
condition-'M fuss. No mess, Just Pull Your
oned trananisdon, ing in a completely furnished and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- er, carpet and
*Metric Met. old cabinets out and have beauApril-16-C Hwy. 121. First left turn west utility room with sink and cobt- springer front sod, flanten bar ready to live
EYin home. The er of lith and Main.
M-31-C Married couple only. Lauded tiful new cabinets.
of Penny Road. This is an op- nets. Large living mom.
Ken-Ten
mounts. Call 7534199 after cheapest way to buy a
100 South 13th Wed. May be Building Supply, 207
second
GORDON'S FISH & Fruit Mark- portunity to build your dream AT 1503 STORY, we have a 3- 5:00 p. m.
/triple,
TFNC home. Murray Mobile Homes, 1960 CHRYSLER New Yorker, men at Kelly's Pest
Control.
et, Mghway 94, 2 miles west of home on five acres in the co- bedroom, central best and air,
phone
753-6583.
factory air and all power. Extra
M-29-C
Hwy. 641 South. Phone
Eggoers Ferry Bridge. Fresh untry. Or develop five one-we carpet, ail built-ins, has nice JUST A FEW left: BIC Office
ITC
753640. C nice. 1965 Buick LaSebre with
WILL
DO
oil
M-31changes,
oil
filtlots
Special,
with
3
good
dozen
building site on hinny room, on nice kit.
Kentucky Lake catfish every
peas for the
factory air, power steering and TWO-BEDROOM trailer.
ers, lubrications and car washbrakes. Cain and Taylor Gulf bit hest, air conditioner. Eiregay. Vine ripe tomatoes, field each lot For quick sale $4,500.- WE HAVE one of the finest price of 1 dozen. $10.44 value, DISGUSTED
with painting old
Rent, es, L D. Workman Oil Co., 408
grown, 160 lb. by the basket.
farms we hive ever seen at only $5.88. Ledger and Times walls? We
Station. Corner of tlth and Main.
per month. Phone 480- South 4th.
are known for betA-9-C
Standard gas 29 9/10 per. gal.
A4-NC ter quality
Coldwater. You have to look Office Supply Store.
M41-C
3823
M-39-C
paneling at reasonWileiseale and Retail. Open 7 NICE three-bedroom home at this place to appreciate it.
WILL KEPT small children in
able
1968
prices.
HONDA
Ken90
Scramble
Ten
aluminu
with
r.
siding
Building
ExHazel,
1965
m
in
OLDSMOBILE 88, 4-door HOUSE TRAILER
ENO a Snit
Has beautiful home and out. cellent
April-24-C Ky.
condition. Helmets in- Supply, 207 Maple, 753-8583. hardtop with factory air and tioner, garbage , air condi- my home week days. Phone
Has living room, kitchen- buildings.
disposal, out- 753-6648.
M-29-C
eluded. Phone 753-4526. M41-P
EDNA MILLER is now working dining &TIM, hardwood floors,
M-29-C power. 1955 Chevrolet, 6-cylind- door storage. Located
THREE-BEDROOM on Wiewell
downpart time at Doris' Beauty Sa- built4n range, cabinets, nice Road,
er
autoniaUc
,
power
steering,
town.
Cali
14'
753-8017
has central had and air, 10' x 52' TWO-BEDROOM trailJOHN Boot 81" beam, Polar
or 753-1257.
lon. Call 753-8474 for appoint- bathroom, electric heat, storm carpet,
built-ins, carpoet. Is- er plus one square acre lot. Kraft. 30 H. P. Elgin electric 4-door sedan. Cain and Taylor
M-311-C
ment.
HOLDS "WORK-IN"
Gulf
Station.
Corner
of
M-31-C doors and windows. A utility elated on nice lot.
8th
and
Call 7534563 days, NEON Start and steering plus trailer.
3-ROOM FURNISHED apartbuilding 18' x
Main.
Price $13,- REAL NICE three
M-31,
C
-bedroom, nights.
LEADING TRIPLE A rated 800.00. a
A-3-C Call 753-7467 before 3:00 p. m.
ment with private bath, newly
large den with fireplace, livhome manufacturers of erection
M-20-P 1964 CIIEVROLE'T Impala, 4- decorated. Phone
ORPINGTON, England UPI al homes, PHA and VA approv- BEAUTIFUL Country Estate. ing room. This Is a reel pretty 1968 MODEL Stylem,ar 12' x 30' 1988,
door
sedan, autocratic, power
153.4048.H.22-c Factory worker Joe Wright, 49,
ed. Wanted in the Murray, Ken- Three-bedroom stone home on house inside and priced at $18,- mobile home. Carpet in living ble 160 HONDA with scram- steering and brakes. Tinted
equipment, $400.00. Call
800.00. Located on North 18th room, air conditioner and king
tucky area, a builder-dealer. For a doping yard with
glass. 1063 Chevrolet Impels, I- ONE4EDBOOM furnished a, has found a novel way to boost
753-7224,
Niro bed. Phone 703-7447.
Britain's export production - a
M-30-C door hardtop. White.
Street.
Information
and
brochures, trees. Garage apartment, two
Cain and peelsomat. located on Broad "work-in
1141.0 TREAT
."
write: Regional Sales Manager, large barns for horses. 13% ac- BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom brick
YOURSELF' to a gift of Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of Street. Couples only. For apWright convinced his friends
Bill Wingfield, 38 Blake Drive, res fenced, five miles west on veneer in Canterbury estates. BABY BED. Size 18 boys sport beauty and distinction. Table of 6th and Main.
M-31-C pointment phone 4934534 after
to bring beds and install them
Clarksville, Tenn. 37040. 11-31-C Mayfield Hwy. Known as "Bell Two baths, central heat and cost. Phone 7533896.
510 p. m.
M-29-C in
M-31-C half-price gift items. Complete 1964 PONTIAC Grand
the cafeteria of the floorair, all built-ins. With this
Prix, with
new line of picture framing.
Pony Farm". If interested in a
factory air and power. 1963 RUMNESS BUILDING on Hwy. cleaning machine factory where
house you can choose your own NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad- Visit The Gallery,
one block Dodge, 4-door
CALL 753-8061 for pure city luxurious life in the open spac- In carpet and
es. Cooker blades and plow from Five Points
sedan. Cain and 641 in Simi. Suitable for body they are employed so they can
colors.
on Mayfield Taylor Gulf
drinking waterNiVill pump and es and an opportunity to have THREE-BEDRO
Station.
points.
Comer of shop, clenti-tm atop or retail work shifts "right around the
OM
Get
our
brick
price
and
before
you
Hwy.
Hours,
115 daily. A-3-C 0th
to flush out your cistern. Ask a- a real horse for pony farm, marble in
and Main.
Meadow Green Acres buy. Vinson Tractor Company,
M-31-C atom. Cali Ralph Latimer 408- clock" over the weekend to fulbout Precast concrete cisterns commercial or for pleasure. Large living
8731.
room with fire- 753-4802.
M-31-P fill a special rush order.
May-1,C
for trailer, home or cabin use. Immediate possession.
1980
PONTIAC
Venturi
2-door
place, kitchen. Has built-Ins and
Sam Harris Water Service,
hardtop
BRICK
ONE-HOR
New
HOUSE
motor
SE
on
trailer, $66. Good
and auto908 North
HELP WANTED
MAMA TO,CONFER
ONE OF THE best In a popular pretty paneling. Paved drive condition
Route 5, Murray, Ky.
matic tranemission. Call 753one Week from Univer. Phone 753-7670.
A-1-P price range. New
three-bedroom way to double airport.
6660.
sity.
WANTED
Newly
:
Short-order night
decorated, available
A-1-P
brick home, on a level lot 128' x IN MEDIUM priced homes we
cook. Apply in poem, Ton
now. Contact T. G. Shelton,
STONE SALES has received a MIT, in Fairview Acres. A nth- have a 2hedroom frame on 1057 V-8 4-door Chevrolet and holm's
1983
FORD
WASHINGTON UPI - Sir Sretze
Fairla.ne
500,
4
-door
1709 Calloway.
Drive-in, 'Eh & Chen
M-31,P Khania,
shipment of Indiana limestone. division of brick homes exclus- North 18th Street, $12,000.00. 2 H. P compressor. Call
sedan, automatic and power
president qt Botswana,
nut
7=Three-be
droom
frame at IN 2930, Brandon Dill.
A building none for resident- ively; and off the main thorsteering 1963 Pontiac Catalina OFFICE SPAZE, % !took from will confer with American and
A-1-C
South
14th
Street, $12,000-00.
ial and commercial buildings. oughfare. See and compare for
4-door sedan. Cain and Taylor Court House. Newly carpeted World Bank officials next week
ASTIR PUPS
WANTED: Part pr full time Gulf Station. Corner of (Rh and sad paneled, central air
Call 753-3754 after 5:00 p. m. yourself. Full price $18,500.00. 4BEDROOM, South 15th, $12,condi- on a $50 to $60 million loan
A.
500.00.
K. C. REGISTERED Muth- waitress Apply in` person after Mein.
Dirk Pogue, East Highway 04,
11-31-C tioning. Phone 753-7111 A-3-C he is seeking for his country
Murray, Ky.
A-5-C CALLING ALL City Farmers— Any of these houses are real shund. Perry McClarney, 312 3:00 p. m. at Tom's Pima Psfrom the World Bank. Secretary
So. 15th., 753-7118.
A-4-C hoe.
twenty-two acres approximately nice places.
M41-C 1962 CHEVROLET Impala sta- UPSTAIRS ftulailMed start- of State William P. Rogers
will
TWO
-BEDRO
OM
meat.
frame
on
bedrooms
Two
Sytion
,
wagon.
two
miles
from southwest City
Automatic, power
living host him at a luncheon,
SELF - PROPELLED Jacobeson WANTED: Cook and waitresses.
TIRED OF mopping floors?
press
Creek
room
and
Road.
Has
bath.
full
baseAir
steering
condition
Limits
and
of Murray. With a good
brakes. 1982 PontShop Ken-Ten Building Supply
ment, nice furniture, one acst power lawn mower, 2 years old, Contact El Pine Inn Restaurant, iac Catalina, 2,-door hardtop, ing. Water and heat furnished.
21 inch. Coat $190.00, for $35.00. Highway 68 K Jonathan Creek.
for all your carpet needs, 207 three-bedroom aluminum siding of land, $6200.00.
Phase
753-3948.
with air. Cain and
borne. Two-cer carport, good
A-1-C
Also folding steel dining table
Maple, 753-8583.
11-29-C barn, large pond
A-1-C Station. Comer of Taylor Gulf BUILDING suitable for automoYour Guide To*
and 14 acre THREE-BEDROOM stone in Cir- and 4 chain and 2 large
8th and Main.
oak
wenn.
This
is
a
fine place chairs.
bile badness. Four electric
HELJARC WELDING. McMillen Corn base. Priced to sell $15,M-31
-C
Call 753-5978.
A-1-C OPEllING tor experienced carand the owner is ready to sell.
doors, air
-compressor, gas heat,
Specially Welding, specializing 000.00.
penter with local building con- 1961 RAMBLER. Good fishing excellent lighting, hot water
Has large bedrooms, living A COMPLETELY eqiupped
In Marine equipment. Phone
trail- tractor. All work in
car.
First
room,
good
Murray
offer
large
CHOICE LOTS—Fairview Acres
accepted. and good location• Phone 753den, double garage er. Perfect for camping, also
A 753-7305.
MAKE IT A PARTYI
— Kingewood — Lynnwood and paved driveway.
a 1963 GMC pick-up, V-8 with area. Good pay for the rigid See at Boone's Cleaners on Main. KIM
A-1-C
man.
MEET YOUR FRIENDS
Must
have
tools
and transEstates — Sherwood Forrests ANOTHER 3-bedroom brick ve- csanper. Call Terry Yates 436A-3-C
portation. Year round week.
For a Delightful Treat
neer in Circarama. Large lot, 2157
WONVERING what to get those and Locust Grove Road.
1982
A4-P Call 753-8260 for further
DESERVES CREDIT
Preen South of the Border,
newly weds? Lot "The Wishing FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th built-Ins. Has a large living
infor- door CHEVROLET Impala, 2hardtop. Black with red
mation.
THE HOLIDAY INN
Well" In Western Auto help and Maple Streets, Murray, Ky. room and dining area. This
M-314 Interior.
1988 Oldsmobile Delta
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweetInvites You to it's
Foil.
M-20-C Office phone 753-7413. Full= house is priced to sell.
IS,
2
-door
price.
en
Spring
half
at
hardtop.
sportsWASHING
Cain
and
TON
UPI - Former * MEXICAN BUFFET *
Young, home phone, 753-4048, IN BAGWELL Manor we have
WANTED: Housekeeper 3 5 Taylor Gulf Station.
wear
arriving
now.
Stop
and
COMPLETE AUTO Repair will R. B. Patterson
Sen.
Corner
Paul H. Douglas of Illinois
of
Wednesday Evening
home phone, a 3-bedroom, kitchen and den see. The Stripe Shop, 603 days a week. Needs own trans- 8th and Main.
be closed all day Saturdays be- 438-5607.
M-31-C says Housing and Urban DevelopS 'HI 10 p. m.
portation. Call after 5:30 p. m,
M-31-C combination, 1% baths, carpet. South 4th St.
April-1114
ginning the first Saturday in
ment Secretary George Romney
Here is a house well worth the
Dine To The Music
1960
CHEVRO
753-2792.
LET
A-1-C
pick-up
April.
ITC
truck. 1965 Buick Skylark, 4- has "excellent "views on housof The Tradition
THREE-BEDROOM brick house, money. Better check on this GREY NIGHTCRAWLEBS and
one. Jut one year old.
door sedan. Cain and Taylor ing. Douglas, head of the National
Red Worms. Be sure and try CHIROPRACTIC
— RESERVATIONS —
CONTACT bent Wright at
full air conditioning, all elecreceptioni
st
Commissi
ON
on
DORAN
Urban
on
Problems
,
ROAD you will see thaw Grey Nightcrawlers! For wanted, full time
Poplar for your income tai tric, large living-dining room
ACCEPTED
* Etberton- Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and said Romney "deserve
s a lot of
needs. Call 7534721 for appoint combination, large kitchen and this fine 5-bedroom home, all this vicinity the Grey Night- Wuest Chiropractic Center. Call Main.
M-31-C
Phone
753-5986
carpet,
credit"
if he makes good on his
kitchen with built-ins, crawlers are very new. They are 7534642 or 753-7828.
meth.
wrec utility storage area, carport, on
A-1-C 1967 314-ton FORD pick-up intention to
A-1-C
dm with fireplace, open stair- resistant to beat and to cold.
build
more
low
in,extra large lot. Near Robertson
truck, specially equipped. Mint come housing.
way,
formal
dining
For
mom,
your
bait
need',
2
Call
753School. By owner. Call 753-1293
condition, 19,000 miles. Ideal
baths, double garage. Let us 3480, or see Lee Smith on the
days or 7534073 nights. A-3-C
for camper or hard work. Phone
show you this floe home.
New Concord Highway. Watch
782-4409 after 4:30 p. m. 1TC
CHECK WITH US on this
YOUR GUIDE TO
for the signs.
17NC
ARE YOU planning on build- acre farm neer Murray. 40
The
ing a home In the future, if so price is right
CLEAN carpets with owe. Blue
we have nice beautiful lots LAKE PROPERTY: In
Pine Lustre, makes the job a breeze.
MORE FROGS
southwest of Murray, between Bluff Shores, we have two
nice Rent electric shampooer $1. MO TIME TO COOK?
10th sod 18th with water, sew- waterfront lots and several
Tidwell's
Paint
rein
Store.
M-29-C
the
Trend
to
the
waer, curb, guest, city school ter view iota. Three trailers
on CARPET colors looking dim?
FROGMORE, England UPI distzict, price ranging from good lots, one real
The village of frogmore is liv$3400.03 to $31300.00. No down on the waterfront. nice cabin Bring 'em back—give 'em vim.
MONDAY
BIG
NIGHT'S
Use Blue Lustre! Reid electric
ing up to its name - thousands
Payment, mail monthly pay- IN GATEWAY development
we
of frogs have invaded.
have five choice water front shampooer $1. Western Auto
Store.
M-1104
WE ALSO have large lot at lots.
Brian Constable, 26, said "My
Served from 5:00 to 10:00
Panorama Shores for your va- IN LAKEWAY sHolurs, them TREAT RUGS right,
they'll be
garden is covered with them
so. 14 nide Chicken
cation home or your retirement are four good low priced lots. a delight if cleaned with
Blue
and my wife is scared to apes
to, Whipped Potatoes
home. Price $1200 to $1800.00. IN PANORAMA Shores, one Lustre. Reid electric shampooe
r
ibA
the door in case they hop into
No down payment, small mon- good lot, already has septic in, $1. Big IL
s". Creamy Cole Slaw
Form Located 3 Miles
to Country Gravy
the house,"
just ready to build on.
thly payments.
West of Lynnville, Ky.,
io Bet Bells and Butter
11103 ALL your Reei Estate IN CANTON Shores we h a•s FULL SIZE
4'
x
8'
Pool
table
en Highway 94
ALL FOB
weeds call or see Freeman moral waterfront and lake view with
The frogs are oreeamg in ponequipment. Heavy table
itAlo
Johnson, Southside Shopping loth
ds on waterlogged land in the
for home use. Call 753-5712,
Murray Phoebe 71134214
IN
CENTER
Center,
RIDGE is a real days only.
Murray, KentuckY,
village.
Md0-Cp
M-31-NC
Phone 753,1131.
A44 pretty brick cottage all furnished and priced to sell.
WE HAVE 20 acres of wooded
land adjoining TVA near Chandler Park. This would make a
nice subdivision.
SUE TOOK OFF EARLY
• POP, I'M
TOR ALL YOUR Reel Estate
100AY AND I AIN'T
WORRIED. IT'S NOT
amok, come by or call GUY
SEEN NEFt
AT ALL LIKE SUE
•
SPANN, REAL ESTATE AGSINCE.
TO DISAPPEAR WiTN!ICY at 513 West Main, NI!.
tional Hotel Building. Bunsen'
OUT A WORD.
Phone 7537714, Home Phone:
Guy Spann, 7534017; Loges
Baker, 71134400; Onyx lay,
7534919; Gary Young, 7534109.
11-1140-C

WANT ADS

1967 OLDSMOBILE OS Luxury
sedan. Burgundy with Meek
vinyl roof, with factory air sod
all power. 1965 Comet 4-door
sedan, V-8. Automatic, power
steering. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of OM and Main.
M-31-C

oo.

▪ camping
areas along
border the

he land Between the *
, from the early days
!cupation through its /
in iron-producing re- i
time moonshine svtdeto its emergence as _
n-ica's most popular i
kreas.
orgy, a youth camp-!
ried last summer, is 1
indarity with tentoupa of young people. 04
*and camp is located
-ski, a 370-scre subSt of Lake Barkley. 1.
gy has four separate i
with twelve campoop. Modern shower o
rest rooms, and 1
Udinea are available,
noes are provided to 0
liking, boating, fish- i
kg, and nature study
activities with user ,
mpaites are $3 per lir
a maximum of eight
site. Reservations ,..
d throughout the year. 1
ttractkm planned for
• the Introduction of
ierd in the southern 1
d Between the Lakes.
once native to this
a located in the Prior I
:ey near the fernier
lode', Tennessee.The i.
d will be the first of
s
isitor attractions o
dot area.
can reach Land Beekes from the north /
t and 641, from the 1
S. 89, and from the
set by U.S. 68 which 0
, area.
ditkmal information. I
Between the Lakes, ,
Valley Authority, Got- a
antucky 42231.
,
4

160.00

N'*

GOOD EATING

Resristered

TORISIIIRES

Boars and Open
Gab
For Sale

01011EATING

Help Wanted

HOLIDAY INN

Experienced Cashiers with
Grocery Background
Only Need Apply

CHICKEN FEAST

CHARLES YOUNG

'AYS hold I

es till cold. I.

SAY-RITE DISCOUNT

—omin 04Meoelldle

and

$1.00

turs

Abbie 'N Slab

la Diener*
Puppis,
Imam,17.

LOR
ORS

A LOVELY home site, omeletins at 12 to 14 acres overlooking a beautiful 62 acre lake.
Located approximately 4 miles
from Murray on a good ell
weather mad. Only .7 of a mile
off of the black top. Extremely
good neighborbood, schoel bus
and mail route. Call L D. Wilma, Phone 753-6903.
M-M-C
ABOUT 47 sores open land 5
miles west on Highway 1580.
40 acres good bottom iand, nice
building site on black top,
00,000.00. Terms. Galloway Insurance and Reel Estate Agency, Murray, Kentucky, Phone
7534841
M414

Flexible
Plastic Pipe

,PLAR
hem WISTERN PLASTICS CONDONATION

NTUCKY'S
&ETON CENTEEP
I 7U-1372

NAST1N0s, NIIMASKA

Them is a MO Difference In Plastic Pipe —,with
10.11ARCOle, you can see it.
Why not use the Safest, Most Sanitary Pipe
available?

Ss for—Forno and

Howie Water Systems ..
Municipal Water Service Lines ...
Peed Processing Plants . . .
Wog Piping ... Many ether applications

NAMT8.0 TO RENT
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
unfurnished house out of city
Limits on paved road. Must have
running water and bath. Rent
reasonable. Phone 7531916 and
ask for Mary.
TTNC

• • • •

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.

111111144111044111.041104
•

WANTED TO BUT

21111 East Main Street
Telephone 753-3361
Murray, Kentucky
11,..

A

WANTED: Used panel truck Er
good condition. Prefer a Cher
rolet Call 753-4518
M-31-(
‘1

by R. Van Buren

Lil' Abner

by Al Caw
COMER 14PS EVES!!
LET H I M REMEMBER
H6PAPPY AS TH'
RED-BLOODED
AMERICAN HE.
ONCE WAS--

—NOT AS TH'
MON EY-GRUBBI
TRAITOR HE
TURNED OUT
TO BE.r.r

C- CAINT.UNNERSTAN ITif-HE
ALLUS LOVED SO MANY
THINGS MORE'N MONEY-SUCH AS NOT WORKIN;
NOT WAKIN'UP
TILL NOON,NOT--

•

•

-4111.6•11•ro
.11Pas
_

THE LEDGER

Five Wrecks

Murray Librarian
At District Meet

TIMES

Henry Countian Dies Cold Wave
Following Accident

—

MURRAY. IIRNTUCKY

SATURDA

Quotes From The News

— MH 29- 1969

now."

frielldiswed Pram Page One)
By UNITED MIMS
(Continued Front Fees One)
INTICANATIONAL
lifth Street was backing
HUE, Vietnam — C. La Van Pham, chief Of Thus
Merles F.
sis ler eat a gadded Sere State Untvers Blida Murray
Thlen Province, surveying a mass pave uncovered on
readings
in the Xis prevailed IS
ho
librarian
,
is
se Meiniltrest la frese of Wall- proddin
PARIS, Tenn., March 30. —
far south as western Oklahoma
the site of the bitter 1966 battle of Hue:
g seer the District 11
is Drug Store and 'Aided with
and northwestern Texas.
WASHINGTON — President Nixon on the late
Salk= Dhaka et the Tenet- (UPI) — Mrs. Margie Dene
"More than one thousand civilians were never acthe 1906 Mustang two deer driThe front edge of the Arctic Dwight D. Eisenhower:
Oleb meimi Rosa Fowler, 37, was found dead
counted for after the battle of Hue. This grave may exven by Patricia McNealy la el
sear'beim WI lefty in New lieu in her mobile home Fri- air mass was forecast to push
It always seemed to me that two qualities stood ou• plain why."
Murray Route Three gulag west
day after refusing medical
East and South today, approach- above all in both
limm••
MINN.
his public and his private life: One
as Main Street, according to Ebb bit
are
followin
g
a
Thursda
ing
both
y
authe
Atlantic
and Gulf was an unwavering sense
be
•
member
of
the
HOLLY
of duty; the other was that
WOOD — Actives Zsa Zsa (labor, angrily exthe police report
tomobile accident.
Coasts by tonight. Showers and
Un
Damage to the Key ear was Paine CIO sod is U. Geyer
Officers said the car she was
thundershowers fall in advance whatever he did, he did because he believed it was plaining that she will forfeit bond rather than return.J
Me et the Seetbses Division.
an the right doer and quarter
right."
to
the
driving
ilinnIs
demolish
h
Island
ed
of
a
the
of
Palma
cold
parked
front from the easde Mallorca to stand
Whams at New Aiwa* will
panel, and to the Redeem ear partielp
trial for slapping•policeman:
als M a masa in Louis- pickup truck and crashed into tern Great Lakes region to the
on the left rear fender and ville
a'hearhy
PASAD
house.
ENA,
Southern Plains.
Calif. — Scientiets who probed the
"I don't ever want to talk about Spain again ...
May ea to determine a
bumper. This happened at 4:33
Highway Patrol Sgt. Richard
Rainfall accumulations gener- Mariner 7 spacecraft by radio as it journeyed toward they are thieves. They can have the
Maser Rem In. states of Keamoney. I Mall
p.
ally were on the light side, al- Mars, reporting that earlier problems seem
leap and Miens in comps& likaanahan said Mrs. Fowler
to have never go back."
though some locally severe ended:
enehmily leading to an assured him she was not inFriday at five pm. a (*Me- lalmadi
ses1 einem%
-We aren't doing anything to the spacecraft this
jured and refused medical as- thunc:erstorms developed over
The South has 34 pine plylee occurred on North ISM The !Omsk
The first Iowa motor vehicle
northern Texas Friday night. weekend. We are
and Magma- sistance after the
leaving It alone. Everything is normal wood mills, 11 of them in license plates were issued
Street
accident.
in
At Gainesville, Tex., north of
temimmisre ware AIMLouisiana.
Cars involved were a UR Mei erase
1911
The officer said there apFort Worth near the Oklahoma
at
a
contest
In
Ford four door driven by Thud inzardis.
seared to be no outward signs
border, three inches of mall
Ind.
as Lee Green of Mina Paste
hail covered the ground. Twenci injury while he was speakTwo and of 1011 North 13th
ty miles south of gainesville, at
to her.
Street, and a 1964 Buick wagon
Valley View, almost an inch of
Dr. Joe Mobley, Henry Counfour door owned by John Mc- colliding with the Bennett car
rein fell in less than half an
Carty and driven by Shirley going south in the left lane on ty coroner, said the cause of
hour.
Salmon McCarty of 216 North 12th Street.
Mrs. Fowles's death could not
Elsewhere around the corm
Damage to the Bennett ear
13th Street.
try, precipitation was limited
be determined immediately
Police said the Green car we' was on the right side and to the
to a few showers in southern
and sent the body to Memphis
backing into North 13th Street Dick car on the left front.
Florida and some light snow
for
a
pathological examinaand failed to see the McCarty
from Nebraska to Montana.
At 11:30 pm. the fifth collie- tion.
ear going north on 13th Street
Mild to warm weather coverThe
Damage to the Green car was ision happened on Main at 13th
Henry County Sheriff F. F.
ed both the East and the Wed
*ire
on the right rear fender, tail Street.
Wells said there is no evidence
today, in contrast to the
the
light, and bumper, and to the
seasonably chilly weather in
Soh
of foul play.
McCarty car on the right rear The cars involved were a
the nation's midsection.
bre
1967 Pontiac four door hardtop
quarter panel and bumper.
Up to five inches of snow fell
owned by Fred Doughty of Me
As
In parts of Minnesota Friday
The fourth colli-sion occurred South 12th Street and driven
-and the weather bureau in Minthot
by
Steven
Tinsley
1313
of
Kirkat 8:47 p.m. in front of Jerry's
neapolis called the storm "alU
Restaurant on South 12th wood Drive, and a 1969 Ford
most without precedent" for so
And
two
door
hardtop
(Contin
driven
ued
by VidFrom Pees One)
Street.
late in March. U.S. Highway 52
rock
liam
Douglas
Myers of Paducah ter for his statesmanship which was
Involved in the collision were
ions
blocked betwen Moorhead
a 1966 Chevrolet four door Route Six.
did much to further the cause and Barnesville,
Minn., and Minhardtop driven by Ronald Lynn
of understanding between our nesota 210 was
impassable beBennett of Fulton, and a 1964 Police said both cars were go two countries."
tween Fergus Falls and BreckPIP
Ford Falcon two door hardtop Lag east on Main Street, atJapanese Prime Minister =- enridge.
ea 1
driven by Roger Dale Dick of tempting to both turn left on to ski Sato: 'The whole world will
Near
In'
Moorhea
d,
28
travelers
North 15th Street, when the grieve over
Murray Route Five.
the loss of this stranded on the highway
way
during
Police said Dick was in the collision occurred.
great American statesman ... the spring
storm got a rescuing
Damage
to
the
Pontiac
was
on
who gallantly fought for world ride Friday
right lane going south and atwe
in a freight into
tempted to make a left turn in- the left side and to the Ford oa peace and justice."
sal
caboose. The Minnesota travethe
right
side.
Personified True Friend
to the restaurant parking toll
lers were halted on U.S. 52 by a
den
Spanish generalissimo !ru- jackknifed
etc.
tractor-trailer truck
tin*" franco: "Far Spain he per- and snow
Ain t
drifts up to four-feet
sonified the true friend ...
Ike),
11.-30 3W129 1.JT3 who cemented the cooperation tteel)said
ACROSS
S-Illoworap
3a
urJJ
UMq
between
our
two countries in
tbailkriewal
ney
UV'311317
1-Cry
7-Poi1 of fl000r
an
atmosphere of open confidinch
trMLI
4-1taocbt
11-11olis 10110
ence
and
1Ljjmmas
mutual respect."
ioi
Itilkort odor.
non
Mord
12-0100 el
710E uux-TinmsT
Sabo* War
Yugoslav President Tito:
18-1140•3waso
'21 qua d'ail r211 remember his personal "We
11=
contriget,
OMNI
Wan."..11111;090 r.J.11G
*Ow
11
Even
DOEU 1M2 WU110 bution to the promotion of re1411-14ena
17= artolo
lations between our two coun- (Continued Fran Pau One)
WU 619MJ
or 0
&UURNO muriumi tries."
1=r1ors
dors
Wo0/11
/
maw
you 000G3 r.3111:3
72-Unit al loosoiost
Malaysian Prime Minister lea and many of these would
thini
111-11soor ending
convory
riinTri
Tengku
•
Abdul
•
need
111-8140
absentee
Rahman
ballot informat: "We
24-Priolim awe
ilaTrassactiso
are all poorer at the loss . . ." ion in order to vote.
2S-TIlle
Any
21-Itiosclwol
2lbOry
as-bwribal Is. VIM 44-Mass owns
Norwegi
an
Unity was one of the speakPrime Minister
taltbe.)
not
27-1roa twist
=
Ira*
37-5.1itally
Per
fl.T
BortenEisenhower was a er's chief themes. "From the
porlicis
!oat
awls
MOW* mow
"general who considered it his breaks of the Sandy to the Mis47-11
.0t
211-Promoon
es"
38-Tairog cals
tribe
- 27Viop
30411sobso
dermanet
40-Plooe siartoca
WOW=
mission to prevent sissippi River, the Democratic
osModeasmo
36-111mtiod*
all a illosiesoil
324Vaoles tame
Mr.*
ism*
Party cannot afford disunity,"
111-Naor
41•Cooposcbso
33-1Easinge
soadesse
alma Vietnamese President he declared. He said that the
=Asks
ocsoresso
43-Nolo at scale
ossibig
1114Esisled
Illispise Van Thieu: He "labored Party must unite to send De311-111Nle se scale
Misemetty against tyranny and mocrats to the legislature and
11114nosos
MI-arios saw*
appraion, and for the better, make a good record. "We are
fRibi'00
88-Coodocloll
amet et the life of men."
down but we are ready to come
3184kagrowar
ShiVICI
411114korNmat
Argentine President Juan bock. The people are ready to
41•Coloil Iwo
05)
Carlos
Colgania
: Eisenhower's come back to the Democratic
1240
death "deprives Americo andiPary."
44-111ola ladle
the world of one of the most
47-1111cadiollial
flasks* slow
Chairman littleton unfolded
owilitanding personalities."
SZ.Coollory Oast
Danish Prime Miner Hol- Impressive organizational plans
8.14amb's poo
that have been worked out ny
um Baunegaard: We will
POMO
remember "his straight forward- the County Committee under
54
di
••
boakag
her leadership. Material WAS
511-lacaliolos
CIULASIPM/11
distributed and all County DeTh.
Times
of
London:
Wird paned
"The mocrats
were invited to join a
British people
al Now
day
.
S7Crarty
thee regarded riseebower .. Democratic Club with a minAIMING
as imum
to
annual contribution of
hamlet aed eseselestiews, and
—
MACHINE
DOWN
ec h
$2.00 to the Party. Interested
1.10b the crest is* of
the
Iiboana
This compact Champion lists 7 colthe beet out of others." getting Democrats were invited to call
umns end totals 8 (999.999.99).
re ti
Violet
Bet the FAA German
$ 3-11holaws
Electnc operation makes %gorenews surer Johnson, secretary-treafor
at 7534413.
Wavy ADN was openly critiwork fast and effortless.
4-Tralloported
Ter
Distr. by
lila 1001
cal ed Ilinabower. It recalled
Gators
29
Ion.
The County Executive Comhis append of U-3 reconnai
s- mittee
Re;
and all precinct officers
sance Melds over the Soviet
were introduced. All DemocraUnion and said it *bowed
"His tic candidat
Ter
es present introducwives/pre policy spina
the ed themsel
for
ves and the office
Socialist dotea."
Poll
Tom the Soviet news agency they seek.
Are you tired of that empty str1niMil
Mrs. Littleton presided over
reported the death without
er7 Try our "GREY' WORM. 'The
us
comment in a 19-word dispatch. the enthusiastic crowd seated,
Baas are ready for this treat! Good
Fri
according to their precinct re9
Ott
for all fish!
presentation. Carroll was actor
companied by J. David Francis,
COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN ..
Attorney from Bowling Green
SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL
"or
and a member of the State De.
0111
mocratic Central Committee.
lye
Smit
Lee
1.19
141,t
h
4:.••• C:;",
rl
-,
Ito
% mile from Court Square - Concord
sal
(Continued Front Pau Once
Phone 7324451
Peanuts.
or the Murray Fire Department.

oNeed to Make a

DETOUR

Great And

•

00;1 I

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

•

Tommy

grf0

5995.

I

likg, hbu

FISHERMEN!!

Head Straight for A>

; LEDGER & TIMES

Trailer Home

by Charles M. Schulz

=MEM TWO HUNDREP

--1E1TIE IIESSAI1E

Firemen said the trailer was
• complete lo. The Meng
Fire Department answered the
eall.
••••• 01M.

Lassilar &

.
iLASS
CKInney CIIIPANY

M

IAuthorized Dealer arta installer
for LIBREY-OVV t-NS
FORD tsLANS
TI GLASS • WINDOW GLASS • STO
FRONTS • ALL TYPES MIRRORS •
ORIGINAL EQUIPMFIUT AUTO GLASS
All Work is GUARANTEED
and approved by insurance
companies of Murray

153-7117 810 SYCAMORE

lb NOTHING!!

Tin was in one of the rooms
of the trailer and the tamable
were partially removed
fres the mobile home.
IAA night at 7:15 a gram
fin occurred at Walnut and
Furth Streets. The firemen let
the fire burn itself out on the
vacant kit

Nurses Plan Meet
At Holiday Inn
District 17 of the Kentucky
State Association of Licensed
Practical Nurses will hive a
dinner meeting at the Holiday
Inn on Tuesday, April 1, at 7:30
pm.
Reservations should be made
by deonday, March 31, by calling Mrs Sadie Shoemaker 753
5310

To

GOT GRIEF!

Earlier at 1:30 p. m. the Hurray fireman answered a call to
a trailer at shady Oaks Trailer
Court on the Mayfield Highway
121

OFFICE suppLy STORE

CAN WE LOSE TWO HONORED
p.io114(N6 7 WHAT HAPPENED?

THOO6HT IF (OE ALL DRANK
THAT BALANCEo ELEcrROLyTE
SOLUTION, WE'D WIN....

MAgBE wE DRANK TOo
McCH THE FIRST (NNING,..

WHAT MAPPENEPZI
\II

Itpw
44.•

1•
•-•••

'‘

- 29

Oliapt

en

Nancy
by Ernie Bushzniller
I MUST PUT ON MY
RABBIT COSTUME
AND GET
TO THE
PARTY

110111
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Ntt

•
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VI ft.
••• •,
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